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Chapter 0 
Introduction 
Physical processes can be expressed through differential equations. But differential equa-
tions presuppose a medium capable of supporting a differentiable structure, which the 
majority of physical mediums cannot. But physical processes happen all the same. What 
might first be attempted, is to approximate these structures with differentiable ones. An-
other approach is to study diffusions on the existing structures, and from them construct 
the analogs of the differential operators. That is the modern approach. 
In mathematics we have known non-differentiable strucures for a long time, the fractals. 
They have largely had their application as counterexpamples, and have thus acquired 
the nickname "the monsters of mathematics". Now, they will hopefully serve as a spring 
board on the journey towards modelling physical processes on non-smooth mediums. Let 
us have a closer look. 
0.1 Fractals and Self-similar spaces 
Classical Fractals are subspaces of Rn for some natural number n. The characteristic of 
these subspaces, is that their topological dimension, di111r, is different from their Hausdorff 
dimension, dim'H, where the Hausdorff dimension of a set M is defined as 
dimH(M) = sup{rf(M) = oo} = inf {1f"(M) = 0} 
r r 
where 1-ir is the r-dimensional Hausdorff mea.r;ure of the set M, and is given by 
1f(M) =lim 1i8(M) =lim (inf {l:(diam(Mi))'": M C U Mi, (diam(Mi)) < 8}) 
s ..... o o-+0 iEN 
A Self similar space is a compact topological space T, with T = Uf=1 fi(T), where the 
functions fi : T --+ T , 1 S i ::S: k, are non-surjective, and homeomorphisms upon their 
image. The most studied among such spaces are the compact subsets of Rn, where fi are 
affine contractions. Most of these spaces are fractals, but also spaces like the interval [0, 1] 
11 
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are self similar. We give the points of self similar spaces addresses in the following way: 
If x = liinn-.00 /a1 o /a2 • • • o fa., (y ), where y is an arbitrary point (the limit is independent 
of the starting point), then (at,a2, ... ) is an address of x. Given a vector of n symbols, 
a= (a1, ···,an), the corresponding n-cell, Get, is given by Ca = /a1 o · · · o !a. .. (T). 
Let f = {ft, ... , ft.:}. We call f an iterated function system. Let f(M) = Ufie/ fi(M). 
Then f is a function P(T) ~ P(T). If K is compact, f(K) is compact, too. 
If X is a metric space, then 1i(X) 1 the set of the compact subsets of X, is a metric 
space with a metric defined so that if K~, K2 E 1i(X), then 
p(K1,K2) =max{ sup inf {d(x,y)}, sup inf {d(x,y)}} 
xEKt yEK2 xeK2 yEKt 
If X is complete, then 1i(X) is complete, and if the fi are contractions on X, then f is 
a contraction on 1i(X). In that case, f has a fixed point FE H.(X). 
A generator is an imprecise way of giving f. The generators are illustrations that are 
intended to make the reader get an intuitive 'pictorial' understanding of the fractal and 
its construction. In illustrations 0.1 and 0.2, we call b) the generator. 
Figur 0.1: Generating the Sierpinski triangle 
a) b) c) 
Figur 0.2: Generating the Koch curve 
We are to iteratively replace the 'obvious' parts with 'obvious' scaled copies of the whole 
figure. This will necessarily bring us into some trouble, in that what is 'obvious' is not 
canonical. Take 0.2, where the figure might just as well go on like in 0.3. 
Bandt and Stahnke [3] has constructed a metric on self similar sets that staisfy certain 
criterions, by letting the distance between two points be the minimal ,8-dimensional 
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a) b) C) 
Figur 0.3: Generating the "hcoK curve" 
Hausdorff measure of curves connecting the two points. f3 is a constant characteristic of 
the space. It is this metric that has been the inspiration for the metric in Part II. 
0 .. 2 Brownian motion 
It is a subclass of the self similar spaces that are studied when we study diffusion processes 
on fractals. Most of these fractals satisfy the axioms set forth by Lindstr¢m in his 
"Brownian Motion on Nested Fractals". An exception is the Sierpinski carpet, which 
violates "Finite Ramification". 
a) b) c) 
Figur 0.4: Generating the Sierpinski carpet 
He starts off with a few conditions on the iterated function system, 
(A) d(Ji(x ), fi(Y)) = c · d(x, y), where 0 < c < 1 is a constant independent of i. (Guar-
antees the existence of fixed point) 
(B) Open Set Condition There exists an open set 0 such that f(O) C 0. 
and proceeds with the axioms 
(i) Connectedness Each pair of 1-cells C and C' are connected by a sequence C1 , ... , Cn 
of 1-cells: C = C1, C' = Cn, and Ci n Ci+l =/=- 0. 
lV 
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(ii) Finite Ramification Given Xi as the fixed point of fi, define p<o) to be the set of the 
Xi so that there exists a j i= i and k, l so that fk(xi) = fE(Xj ). Then, given two equally 
long, but distinct, sequences ( a1, ... , an), (b~, ... , bn) of symbols from { s : fs E j}, we 
have /a1 o · · · o fa,.(F) n /b1 o · · · o /b,.(F) = fa 1 o · · · o /a,.(P0)) n /b1 o · · · o /b,.(p{0)) 
(iii) Symmetry If x andy are two points of p(o), and U:x:,y is reflection in the hyperplane 
between them, U:x:,y sends p<o) onto p(O), and n-cells onto n-cells. If an n-cell is intersected 
by the hyperplane, U:c,y maps it onto itself. 
Define inductively p(n+l) = f(p{n>). Then p(n+l) ::) p(n), and U p(n) is dense in F. 
nEN 
Lindstr!iSm constructs random walks Bn on pa p(n), so that the random walk Bn+N 
induces on p(n) is Bn· It is not too difficult to see that we can find a limit of these 
random walks, and that this limit is the standard part of BN for for some N E* N - N. 
0 .. 3 Non ... standard analysis 
There exists non-standard models for the natural numbers, '"N, in which the standard 
model, N, can be embedded. That is, there exists an element N E* N such that N > n 
for any standard natural number n E N. Such a number is called infinite. Taking 
mulitplicative inverses, 0 < "ir < ~' Vn E N. We say a number x is near y if lx - Yl < 
~' Vn E N, and write x ~ y. If y is standard, i.e. y E R, and x is non-standard, i.e. 
x E* R, we say y is the standard part of x, and write y = 0 (x). H 0 (x) = 0, we say xis 
infi ni. tesi mal. 
Non-standard analysis is very useful when we are taking limits. If an converges to a, 
{ an}nEN is Cauchy, 
VeE n+ 3n E NVm,n EN (m >NAn> N----? ian- ami< e) 
We can extend this standard sequence {an}neN to a non-standard sequence {an}NeN by 
a method called *-transfer, which is a mapping from the standard to the non-standard 
model characterized by that it preserves all properties described by first-order sentences. 
The *-transfer of the sentence above is 
'VeE'" R+ 3N E'" NVm,N E'" N (m >NAn> N--+ lan- ami< e) 
So, if M, N E* N, I aN - aM I is infinitesimal, and the standard limit of the standard 
sequence can be found as limn->oo an =0 (aN) where N is any infinite number" 
These are the basic ideas of non-standard analysis. More extensive treatment can be 
found in [7], [10] or [1]. 
v 
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0 .. 4 This article 
An interesting question concerning Brownian motion on fractals is what happens when 
the constant c in (A) is not independent of i, that is - the 1-cells are allowed to be of 
different sizes. What happens, for instance, with transition probabilities? The answering 
of this question is the main focus of this paper .. 
To limit the complexity that comes from a random walk over a cell having multiple end 
stations, I have limited the main study to the fractals where p<o) has 2 elements. Do see, 
however, the discussion in chapter 4 of the removal of this restriction. 
During the search for the transition probabilities I found that the most useful test ex-
amples were fractals that werent embeddable in any Euclidean space- virtual fractals, 
like, for instance, those we would get from the virtual generators 
(a) ([0,1] X {a,b})/"', where (x,a)"' (x,b) hvis x rj_ (~,~) 
(b) ([0, 1] X {a,b})/ rv, where (x,a),..., (x, b) hvis x E (!, ~] U {0, 1} 
a) b) 
c::: 
Figur 0.5: Suggestive illustration of virtual generators 
I decided to construct the largest possible class of such spaces. That is Part II: 
0 .. 5 Simple fractal spaces 
The simple fractal spaces will simply be the virtual fractals that have connected, sym-
metric generators, and across which the shortest route between the two points in p(o) is 
of length 1. They will not be constructed as subspaces of any other spaces. This has 
the advantage that the ambiguity of the generators is removed. This ambiguity would 
remain if we stuck to embeddings in Rn. 
Though the spaces have intrinsic interest, my aim is their use in the later study of 
physical phenomena, in particular Brownian motion. I have therefore put emphasis on 
making the axioms both in Part I and in Part II as simple and as easily checked as 
possible. The axioms in Part II imply the axioms in Part I, except for the axiom of 
Niceness. 
I have made a few generators whose fractal will be good to keep in mind while reading 
Part II. It will give some understanding of why what has been done has been done. 
Vl 
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a) b) C) d) 
I > 
where d) is the generator X given by 
5 
X = {a} X [0,1] U {b} X (0,3]/"' 
where (a,O)"' (b,O), (a, 1) ""(b,~) 
and (a,x)"' (b,y) if x E (!,~]andy= x + t. 
0.6 Physical properties and Brownian motion 
The spaces on which the main work is done, in Part I, are the Simple Fractal spaces with 
the Niceness property, i.e. that the end points of the fractal are contained in one 1-cell 
only. That excludes the fractals given in 0.6. The challenge is to expand the theory to 
fit them in. See, however, chapter 4. 
The general idea is that I first co:n.struct some random walks x<n> on p(n), and then 
define the Brownian motion as limn-+oo x<n). This is, however, not as easy as it seems, 
since x<n>IF<m)' (m < n) in general is not equal to X(m). What I do, roughly, is that I 
define W~m) = X(n)lF<m>' and let W(m) = lillln .... oo W(n) '::::. 0 (W~m)) for N E* N- N. Then, 
w<n) I fV WN(n) I - WN(m) I'V w<m) and we have w(n) I - w<m) This property is F(m) - F(m) - - l F(m) - • 
called decimation inva.riance. The Brow:n.ian motion is then the limit as n goes to infinity 
of W(n), or the standard part of W(N) for N E* N - N. 
Now, there are two properties of the random walk that we need to keep track of to 
make our walks. They are transition probability, and transition time. Since it is quite 
unreasonable to expect a Brownian motion to traverse two cells whose sizes differ, equally 
fast, or with equal probability, we need to find what would be reasonable to expect in 
such cases. It turns out that the answer lies in what I will call geometric properties of 
scaling. 
To make transition probabilities decimation invariant, I have used the theory of random 
walks modelled by electrical networks. The problem now becomes the easier one of finding 
decimation invariant electrical networks on the p(n). 
Vll 
Part I 
The Process 
Chapter 1 
Simple Fractal Spaces 
A Simple Fractal space with the Niceness property is a symmetric p.c.f fractal with 
two fixed points as ramification points. The space is thus a self-sufficient metric space, 
requiring no embedding in any other metric space (e.g. Rn), and differs from fractals 
where Brownian Motion has been previously studied in that these spaces allow for the 
cells to be of different sizes. 
Put more concretely, a Simple Fractal Space with the Niceness property (SN space 
for short) is a complete metric space with set of injective maps indexed by a finite set, 
( K, d, {</>a} aEA) , satisfying: 
Axiom 1 [Seif similarity] 
Va E A3c> 0, r E (0, 1) Vx, yEK (d(x, y)::; e-+ d( </>a(x ), </>a(Y)) = r · d(x, y)) 
The unique r belonging to </>a will be denoted r a. We will let r min1 = min {raj a E A} and 
rmax1 = max{ral a E A}. We can further compose maps, so that if a= (a1, ... , an) E An, 
then </>it = </>a1 o · · · o </>a-;., and </>it has an r belonging to it, that we will call ri£. We 
immediately get ra = ra1 ···ran· Letting C;; = </>a(K), with a E An, we call Ca ann-cell. 
</>0 will by convention be the identity map on K, and Ce = K. 
Axiom 2 [Self similarity 2] K is the unique fixed point of the map '1/J : 1{ (K) -+ 1i (K) 
defined by '1/J (B)= UaeA ¢>(B). 
1-t(K) is the space of all non-empty compact subsets of K endowed with the Hausdorff 
metric; for further discussion on 1-l (X), see [5,15]. 
Axiom 3 [Simplicity] The set p(o) = U U </>i1 ( Ci n Ci) has cardinality 2, and the 
iEA iEA 
#i 
elements of p{O) are fixed points for some (/Ji, </>j, i,j E A. 
We denote p(o)'s elements .Q and 1. For n ;::: 1, we define p(n) = UaeA"' <l>a(F(o)). Also, 
letting A* = UnENo An, we define p(oo) = UaeA• </>c;(F(O)) 
1 
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Axiom 4 [Connectedness] (K, d) is connected. 
Axiom 5 [Symmetry] There is a self-inverse isometry U : K --+ K such that U (.0.) = 1 
and n-cells are mapped onto n-cells for all n E 1\1. 
Axiom 6 [Niceness] Vx E p(o) :3!a E A (x E </>a (K)) 
We shall, and without loss of generality, include what is called the 4th metric axiom 
Axiom 7 Vx,yEK 3zEK(d(x,y) = d(x,z) + d(z,y)) 
We see that this does not give away generality, by using Bandt's construction of the 
"internal metric" [3] f1 given by d: 
<1 ( x, y) = min { 1-!.e ( S) IS is cov..nected and x, y E S} 
where fJ is an exponent characteristic to (K, d). 
What happens when we make this "internal metric", is that we for each real number 
{3' > 1 look at the {3' dimensional Hausdorff measure of the different paths between two 
points x, y E K, and take infimum over these measures. Let this infimum be i(fJ'). Then, 
we let f3xy be the number where i jumps from infinity to zero. Bandt has shown that for 
fractals satisfying certain regularity conditions, f3xy is independent of x and y. fJ is this 
common number. 
That this restriction happens without loss of generality, depends on the observation the 
reader will make as he reads, that all necessary information is coded into the ra from 
Axiom 1, and is brought out only in the form of exponents of these numbers. Seeing that 
1 
the change from the initial metric to the internal metric gives us just a new r~ = r!, 
we see that nothing is lost. So we can say we are studying equivalence classes of simple 
fractal spaces, where (K, d1, { </>a}aeA) "'(K, d2, { </>a}aeA) whenever d~ = d~. 
1 .. 1 Geometric properties 
I attempt to answer the question "What is the "natural" diffusion on a given fractal?" 
by answering that it is one which is given by the geometry in some obvious way. In 
particular, all aspects of it should scale right when we map from the whole of the fractal 
down to one cell. The scaling should be geometric, in the sense that if p is a property of 
the diffusion which can be expressed as a function of the cells of K, so that pis a function 
from A* --+ Rci, then it satisfies the following definition: 
Definition 1 A function p : A* --+ Rci is geometric if 
1. p is monotone with ra. 
2 
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Lemma 1.1.1 If p : A* -+ Rt is geometric, then there exists a q E R such that p (a) = 
(rct)q. 
Proof: For each i E A we can find a qi such that (ri)q; = p ( i). We want to show that 
qi has to be the same for all i EA. Observe that p(a1, ... , an)= IT (ra.)9"'. 
We need only regard the case where we have i,j E A with Ti =J Tj, and the rest will 
follow by induction. 
Note that if n = r} for any s, tEN, then (ri) 9; = (r}) 91 , which implies qi = qi. 
t 
Applying non-standard analysis, we see there exists s, t E* N- N such that rJ < Ti ::; 
.!±!. ! 
ri• '::::!.rJ. 
Since (1) requires the sign of qi and qj to be the same, we can without loss of generality 
assume them positive. [ Otherwise, regard p-1.] 
Tj ::; (r!) ~ < Tj • r} ~ Tj 
and 
• 1 
Tj < r/ < Tj • r] ~ Tj 
. ( ·)~ so r/ ~ _rl. ; , making qi ~ qi. But since both are real, they are equaL 
1 .. 2 Mass 
0 
The first application of the criterion of geometricity is to the mass measure on the fractal. 
H p. is a measure on K, it will be called a geometric measure if the function w : A* -+ Rt 
defined by Wa = p,( Ca) is geometric. 
Lemma. 1.2.1 For ;.t and w as given above, there exists a uniquely given D such that 
wa = (raf Va E A* and I: wi = l::(ri)D = 1 
iEA iEA 
Proof: Existence: w is geometric, so applying lemma 1.1.1 to it, we have p. (Ca) = 
Wa = (ra)d for a real number d. 
3 
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Uniqueness: It is easily seen (see also 5.4.1), that if x E p(n), then p(x) = 0. Thus 
p(F(oo)) = 0, and so p(K) = LJ.L(Ca)· Let therefore f(x) = 'L:(rit· Then f is a 
~A ~A 
continuous and monotone function with f(R) = R+. By monotonicity f assumes every 
value exactly once. D = f- 1 (1) is the number we are looking for. 0 
We call D the self similarity dimension of K. 
Proposition. 1.2.2 D is also the Hausdorff dimension of K, and 0 < 1iD (K) < oo. 
Proof: We first prove D :2: dimH K and 1-{D (K) < oo: 
Hf(K) - inf {~ IUdv : iQ ui 2 K, !Uil s; s} 
< L (diam(Cct))D (with n so small that diam (K). Tmax,. < o) 
(diam(K))D 
for each S > 0, so fiD (K) :::; ( diam (K) )D. 
Then we prove D :::; dimH K and 'HD (K) > 0: 
Because of Axiom 6, there is a number M such that for all points x E K, at most M 
cells can contain x, when no cell contains another. For a cell, Cr;, rmin1 • rr;:::; diam ( Ca):::; 
diam (K) · ra, so the contraction factor of a cell Ca, ra, is at most r;;l1 • diam ( Ca)· 
So if Bs ( x) is a ball with center x and radius S, it can be covered by cells not containing 
each other, of diameter between o and r ;;l1 • S. The maximum number of cells needed for 
this is 2M - 1. Since the mass of the ball is less than or equal to the sum of the masses 
of the cells containing it, 
But any set U of diameterS can be covered by a ball of radius o, so its mass is not greater 
than the mass of such a ball: 
By the mass distribution principle [9, Theorem 4.2], 1iD (K) > ( 2M-~)r ?D, and so 
DUDJ 
D < dimHK. 0 
This is in essence Hutchinson's theorem [11, Theorem 5.3.1] adapted to nice fractal 
spaces. 
4 
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1~3 The electric network on K 
The study of a medium as an electrical network is interesting beacuse it tells us something 
about the conductance of the medium in general. In Doyle & Snell [8] we can see that, the 
transition probabilities for reversible random walks on a net can be found by considering 
the associated electrical network and the relation between the current outputs of the 
different end points, given a potential V 8 on the starting point and potential Ve uniformly 
on the end points. By finding the geometric resistance, one can thereby find the transition 
probabilities for the random walks induced by the geometric diffusion. 
A resistance1 depends on 3 factors: The two points between which the resistance is 
measured, and the mediating meduim over which current is allowed to go. Take, for 
instance, the following circuit: 
X y 
Rl 
The resistance between x andy given R1 as the mediating medium, is simply R1. But, 
if we take the whole circuit as our medium, the resistance is + 1 
R1 R:2+Ra 
So, given a space X, a resistance function on it, p, will be written p(x,y,S), where 
x, y E X are the points between which the resistance is measured, and S C X is the 
medium over which we measure it. 
We cannot always define p so that it is finite for all points in X x X. The solution is 
either, like in R3 , to loosen the demand that p measures resistance between points, to that 
it measures resistance between sets of positive measure, for some appropriate measure. 
1 We are talking about simple resistance, i.e. the inverse of the current between two points when a unit 
voltage difference is applied to the same two points. The effective resistance for a given situation can be 
found once the simple resistance is given. 
5 
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Or, as will be the most useful in our context, restrict p to measure resistance between 
points in some [dense] subset Q of X. 
Also, we must be careful which sets we allow the resistance to be measured over. Take 
the unit sphere in R3 , S2 to be our space X. Let x and y be the poles, and let the sets 
S M be defined by 
SM = {(8, cfo)l ()EM} 
The inverse of the resistance, the conductance, then becomes a measure on S1 , i.e. 
1 p(M)=---
p(x, y, SM) 
If the resistance is rotation-invariant, Jl will be Lesbegue measure on S1 . As it is known 
that not all subsets of S1 are Lesbegue-measurable, f1. must be restricted to only a subset 
of P(S1 ). That, again, implies that p must be restricted too. The implication for the 
general case is that we must restrict the domain of ps 3rd argument to a subset C of 
'P(X). So, p will usually be a function: {(x, y, S) E Q x Q x Cl x, yES}-+ Rt. I will let 
n = {( x, y, s) e Q x Q x c 1 x, y e S} 
Now, let us return to our fractals. We will be interested in the p where Q = p(oo) and 
C is the algebra generated by {Cal a E A*}. 
Definition 2 For p to be a resistance on n, we will have to have certain consistency 
criterions $atisfied, so that composite resistances will not be different from simple resis-
tances. 
1. If Ca E C is an n-cell, then for any m ~ n, the composite resistance over the 
electrical network { q·l bE Am A q; C Ca }, where each cell Cc is a simple resistance 
with resistance p( <P;;( x ), <h(Y ), Cb), equals p( cPa( x ), <l>a(Y ), Ca)· 
2. If S E Sis not a cell, letT]= min{' nl x,y E p('7) 1\ 3{iii}iei E A'l (S = U CaJ'}· 
iEI 
p( x, y, S) is equal to the composite resistance over the electrical network of T]-cells 
{ C'bl b E A 71 1\ C;; C S}. 
9. p( X' y' S) = 0 => X = y. 
Criterion 2 is merely what is required to expand a resistance function defined on {Gala E 
A"'} only, to one defined on all of C. 
Definition 3 p : n -+ Rt is a geometric resistance when 
1. For all a E A* we can define a Pa .such that 
p( cPa( X), <l>a(Y ), <l>a(S)) = Pa. p(x, y, S) V( x, yS) E n 
6 
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2. p;; i8 geometric. 
9. p i8 a resistance. 
Proposition 1.3.1 Given p, a geometric resi8tance, there is a unique constant R such 
that p;; = (ra)R. 
Proof: Existence: By 1.1.1 we see that there must be some constant p such that 
Pa = (r;;)P. 
Uniqueness: We will here make use of condition L of definition 2. We need only 
show that p(.Q, 1, K) equals the composite resistance of the electrical network { Ca I a E A} 
for only one exponent, R, i.e. that p;z = (r;;)R. By definition 3's 1st condition, we 
then get that for all n E N we get that for all a E An, p( ¢;;(.Q), ¢;;(1), C;;) equals the 
composite resistance of the electrical network {C;;EDbl bE A}. This again implies that for 
any m E N, p( ~;;(Q), ¢;;(1), Ca) equals the composite resistance of the electrical network 
{CaEDbl bE Am} 
Given apE R we can find a positive k so that the resistance over Ci, p1 (p) = k · (ri)P 
uniformly. Let f (p) be the composite resistance, given p as the exponent. With c > 0 
fixed we see that p;(p+e) = r~ and re · < p;(P+e) < re so that re. < f(p+e) < re • 
' p;(p) a' nun1 - p;(p) - max1' mm1 - f(p) - max1 
This means that f is continuous, one-to-one, and that f(R) = R+. Thus, we can find a 
unique R E R such that f (R) = 1. 0 
We call R the resistance exponent of K. 
Now, we have shown the uniqueness of p, if there indeed exists such a function. Existence 
needs to be proved. 
Corollary 1.3.2 There exists a geometric resistance p : R -+ Rt. 
Proof: We can find R as in the uniqueness proof of the previous lemma. Then we 
have a function p( <P.t(U), ¢a(l), Ca) defined for all a E A*. 
We expand the function to all of n by using criterion 2 from definition 2 as a construc-
tive rule. 0 
Lemma 1.3.3 R > 0. 
Proof: Let .Q E Ca.. Then 1 = p (.0.,1, K) > p( ¢;z(!l), ¢;;(1), C.t) (ra)R. 0 
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Lemma 1.3.4 There exists a k E (0, oo) such that for any two points x, y E p(oo), 
p(x,y,K) < k 
Proof: Since p(x,z) ~ p(x,y) + p(y,z), we need to show that p(x,.Q.) is finite for 
all x E p(oo). H X E p(l), then p(x,.Q) :=; L:aeA (ra)R. Now, if X E p(n+I), let Ca 
be the n-cell x is contained in. Then there is a point y E p(n) n Ca. By the geo-
metricity of p, we now get p( x, y) :=; ( ra )R · EaeA ( r a )R. Since R > 0, we now can 
find a chain of elements Xn+t, Xn, ... , x1, xo, with Xi E p(i), x = Xn+I and Xo = .Q., 
where p(xi,Xi-t) ~ (rmax1 )iR · L:aeA (ral, we finally get, using (3) repeatedly, that 
p(x,.Q) :5 L (2: (rat) · (rmax1 tR < 00. 0 
nEN aEA 
Corollary 1.3.5 For the same k as above, for any i1 E A* and any two points x, y E 
q)a ( p<oo>), p(x, y, Ca) ~ (ra)R · k 
Corollary 1.3.6 For S E C fixed, there existJ a continuous function p~ : S X S --? Rci 
whose restriction to (S n p(oo)) X (S n p(oo)) is p(·, ·, S). 
Proof: It is easy to see that if B C B', then p(x,y,B) ~ p(x,y,B') for all x,y E B. 
That means that if {(xn,Yn)} is Cauchy, {p(xn,Yn,S)} is Cauchy. Define p~(x,y) 
limp(xn,Yn,S), where (xn,Yn)--? (x,y). 0 
Let p from now on be the completion, as defined above, i.e. p(x, y, S) = p~(x, y). 
Lemma 1.3.7 If x,y E p(oo) are elements of two non-neighbouring n-cells, Ca and q;, 
respectively, then p(x, y, K) 2:: (rmin)R·n /4 · jAj. 
Proof: 
C(x,y) < L C(z,w) 
zEr/>ii(.F(O)) wEr/>ii(.F(0 )) 
< L (rb')R 
beAn: 
cbnCiJ¢0 
< L 4. lA I· (rminl rR·n 
zeF(n)ncii 
where C(x, y) = (p(x, y)r1 is the conductance between x andy. 0 
Lemma 1.3.8 Given conditions on the potential function v that v0 = 0 and v1 = 1, then, 
if x, y E p(N) for anNE* N- N, x ~ y ¢> Vx ~ Vy. - -
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Proof: (=>): Vx- Vy = p(x,y) · Uxy· But by corollary 1.3.5 p(x,y) ~ 0, and 
luxy I ~ UlQ = (p (l,.Q))-1 < 00. 
(-¢= ): Given x, y, there exists a first n so that x, y are in two non-neighbouring n-cells. 
By 1.3.7 and by 1.3.5, p(x, y, S) ~ 0 iff n is infinite. And n is infinite iff x ~ y. 0 
Corollary 1.3.9 For S fixed, p( ·, ·, S) is a metric. 
1 .. 4 Diffusion 
I will need the following notation: Given n E N, let the points of p(n) be named by 
underlined variables, i.e. k, .Q,... . The two elements of p(o) will still be .D. and 1. We 
define the binary relation 1?..n on p(n) by letting 1?..n (i,i_) =TRUE iff there is ann-cell 
Cz such that i,j_ E Cx. 
Given different diffusions on K we get different transition probabilities. Each of these 
diffusions induce different random walks on different grids on K, where the transition 
probabilities for the random walks equal the corresponding transition probabilities for the 
diffusions. As mentioned in the previous section, when these random walks are symmetric, 
they will correspond to relations between conductances on an electrical network. What 
we will call the geometric diffusion is the one that corresponds to the geometric electrical 
network. To put it in more precise terms: If B(t,w) is our diffusion, we want 
where we define functions Pn : F(n) X An -t [0, 1] by letting Pn (i, x) be the probability 
that the diffusion started in i E p(n) reaches the next element in p(n) by Cx, that is, 
there exists e > 0 such that fort where r- e < t < r, we have B(t) E Cx. Here r 
designates the first hitting time of p(n) - i. The Pn will be the transition probabilities 
for the random walk B( t, w )lp(n). 
More than this, if the diffusion is to be called geometric, time should also be scaled 
geometrically, in the following sense: Let B(t, w) be our diffusion. B(t,w) scales time 
geometrically, if 
1. Given x E An, B(t A rx,w) has the same law as cPx(B(B(Cx) · (tl\r),w)), where 
r = min{t E R: B(t,w) E p(o)}, rx = min{t E R: B(t,w) E p(n)} and() is the 
function that gives the time scaling factor of the cell as output. 
2. B(q.)) is geometric. 
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If B( t, w) satisfies both the demand that time scaling is geometric, and that the corre-
sponding electrical network is geometric, B(t,w) itself will be called geometric. This will 
be our Brownian motion. 
Lemma 1.4.1 If B(t,w) is geometric, then, for the associated 6, B(Ca) = (raf for some 
real number T 
Proof: B(Co) satisfies the condition of Ll.l of being geometrical. 0 
We would now like to prove the uniqueness ofT, together with the existence of the time 
scaling factor B. The existence of the time scaling factor, however, is conditional on the 
existence of the geometric diffusion, which isn't exactly trivially given. So we shall first 
have to construct the geometric diffusion, which was the purpose of this paper, anyway. 
We start by constructing random walks on p(n), with the goal of finding the gometric 
diffusion as a limit of these. Doing this, we keep the convenient "probability over a cell" 
function. Let Xn(t) be the random walks on p(n). If C:c is an n-cell, Xn (to) = j E 
<l>:c(F(0 )), let Pn (i_, x) be the probability of Xn hitting the next point in p(n) "over" C:c. 
When i,j E p(n), i =/= j, we get that, given that Xn is in i, the probability that the next 
point th;t Xn hits in p(n) is j_, is 
Let the mean transition time "over" C:c be t:c, and the mean transition time between i 
and j be ti-i. Since we want the limit diffusion to have geometric time scaling, we feel 
we should -require, at least as a first approximation, that t¢a(x) = B(it) · t:c = (ral · t;c. 
With t0 = t1 ..... Q, that means t:c = t1_,.Q • ( rx f. 
We can without loss of generality set t1 ..... 0 = 1. Setting up the exact expressions ana-
loguous to the transition probabilities, we have 
We notice that ti-i = ti. ...... i 
I: t:c · Pn (i_, x) 
.:i!"EA" 
i.j_EC,;r 
2: (r:rf· (r:rtR 
.:i!"EA" 
i.j_EC,;r 
2: (r:cfR 
.:i!"EA" 
j_,j_EC?J 
We will now find, for each n EN, the required exponent T that, when t:c = (rxf, yield 
the expected composite time for Xn to go from 1 to .Q to be 1. 
One should not expect a priori, that this T belonging to Xn should be the same for all 
n, but it turns out that we have the following result, independent of n: 
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Theorem 1.4.2 2 T = R + D 
Proof: Let t!E.. be mean transition time for Xn from k to .Q.. tQ = 0 and t1 = 1. 
We then have two systems of linear equations to solve. The first one is from our 
calculation of R. Let Vi be the voltage in i given VQ = 0 and v1 = 1, and let uy be the 
total current flow from i to j_ over the resistances ( n-cells) between i and i_, given the 
same restrictions on v. Fixing i, we get: 
g1vmg us 
and further that 
L ~-r 2: 2: -l)=o 
C:iEC P (C) ~:nn(i,j_) C:i,j_EC P (C) 
with an exception fori= 1, where with L:,(Rn(bi) ui.i. = 1, we get 
I:~-( I: L: ~)=t 
C:lEC P (C) ~:nn(l.t) C:!,j_EC P (C) 
This is a system of equations to be solved for vi: V.Je get the matrix M for the equation 
by letting the matrix elements be 
1 1 
my= mii =- L -- fori "/:j_, and mii = L (C) 
- - C:i,j_EC p (C) C:iEC p 
Let v = [vl, va_, ••• , v11], and i1 = [1, 0, ... , 0]. 
ThenM·v=u 
We also want to find the system of equations for mean transition time: 
For each point we have that mean transition time from the point k to .0., t!£., equals the 
mean of (neighbour's mean transition time+ mean transition time to same): 
~This is known as The Einstein relation 
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or, if we put in the values of Pn and tj__,k: 
which is 
( L ~) -l L L ti ) = L L (rxl 
c:kec P (C) ·.n_ (k .) c!l:k,iEC!! P ( Cx) ·.n_ ( .. ) ilEA" P ( Cx) 
- )· n =l -- l· " !•:!. Ji,j_EC!E 
or in matrix form 
where 
- [ ] - [" (rx)T ~ (rxl " (rx)T] t = t1, t1, . .. , t!!. , and T = L (C ) , L (C ) , · · · , L (C ) 
ilEA" P X !lEA'' P X !lEAn P X 
!EC.i' l_EC!! J1.ECz 
or, if we remember that p ( Cx) = ( rx )R, 
---> 
Let [vector]; be the i'th component of [vector]. We will apply Cramer's Rule from linear 
algebra, stating that for a system of equations A · x = y, we have Xi = ~:}~\), where Ai 
is the matrix we get by replacing the i'th colownn of A withy. 
The first system of equations gives us that Vi£..= D~:~~), where Mk is M with the k'th 
coloumn replaced by il. But as u1 = 1 and Ux = 0 fori =/= 1, we get that Det (Mk) = 
Det(C1k), which since ffiij = ffiji, again equals Det(Ckl), where Cii is the cofactor of 
ffiij· 
Det(M~) 
But by using the same Cramer's Rule, we get that ti = Det(M1) , where Mi is M with 
the i'te coloumn replaced by f. We have in particular that 
Det(M!) 
l = tl = Det(M) 
where 
n 
Det (M1) = L Tx · Det (Cit) 
i=l 
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which then gives us 
n 
:L:n ·vk= 1 
k=l 
For each cell Ca; there are exactly two points, k(x) and l(i), and with VQ = 0, we have 
L ((rxf-R · (vk(X) + Vl(ir))) = 1 
xEA" 
It is easy to see that if U (k) = i_, then V& = 1- Vj. We split the cells into two categories: 
The C where U (C)= C, and the rest; -
which, when we collect the terms: 
By uniqueness of this exponent (lemma 1.2.1), T- R = D 0 
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Brownian Motion on Simple :Fractal 
Spaces 
The random walks given in the previous chapter will have as their limit a strong Markov 
process with a.s. continuous paths, which scales geometrically. To show this, we must 
define our random walks in more detail, so that we can apply some technical machinery 
to our proofs. In the following section we will define our technical machinery. 
2 .. 1 Some lemmas on g 
In this section we will look at some measures. These will be the set of completed Borel 
probability measures on [0, oo] with finite first and second moments, and will be denoted 
by g. Lindstr(<1m [12) has constructed a metric on g, letting 
d ( u, r) = inf { (fo If - Yl' dP) i : {!1, P) probability spaee, and 
j, g: Q-+ [0, oo] r.V.S with distributions resp. 0" and T} 
and shown that (Q, d) is complete. If we extend d to be defined for arbitrary pairs of 
distributions of variables X : n -+ [0, oo] with finite expectation, we have the useful 
equivalence u E g {::} d(u,ao) < oo, where a0{0} = 1. 
For convenience, we will let ax denote the distribution of the r.v. X, and we will write 
llall for d( a, uo ). 
Let B be any set, DC B countable, and let Nx, Ny be independent random variables 
taking values in B, with Prob { N x = a} = Prob { Ny = a} = Pcx. Let {X a} aEB and 
{Ya}aEB be random variables, independent of Nx and Ny. If we now let X= XNx, and 
Y = YNy, we have two new random variables. 
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Lemma :2.1.1 With variables defined as above, when Xa E g for all a E D, and 
L Pa = 1, we have 
a ED 
1. If 
(a} L Pcx · E[Xcx] < 00 
a ED 
(b) L Pa ·lluxa W < 00 
a ED 
then axE Q. 
2. (d(o-x,oy))2 ~ L Pa · (d(o-xa,o-yJ)2 
a ED 
Proof: 2. is 
(d(ox,ay)) 2 =in£ {fn If- gj2 dP: (n,P) probability space, O"J = o-x,o-9 = oy} 
<in£ {fo IJN(w)- gN( ... ldP: (n, P) probability space, N: n-+ B, with p (N =a)= Pa 
and fcx,9cx independent of N. ala= uxa,o-9a. = oy"'} 
= inf { I L Xa (N) l!a- 9al2dP: (n, P) probability space, N: n-? B, with lo cxEB 
P (N =a) = Pcx and fa, 9cx independent of N. O"Ja = ux"', u9a = Uy0 } 
= inf { L r lfcx- 9cxl2dP: (0, P) probability space, {Ocx}cxeB disjoint covering 
aEB loa 
of n, with P(Ua) =pcx and !a,9a independent of {Ucx}cxeB· Ofa = uxa,u9a. = Uya} 
= inf J L { lfa- 9al2dP: (H, P) probability space, {flcx}aeD disjoint covering 
laeD loa 
of n, with P(na) =Pa and fcx,9a independent of {Oa}aeD· O"fo. = O"Xa,a9a = O'y"} 
= L Pa . in£ { r If a - 9cxl2 dP : (n, P) probability space, and (1 fa = uxa' O"ga = OYa} 
cxED Jo 
= L Pcx · ( d (ax .. , uy"') )2 
oED 
ifN=a 
otherwise 
To prove 1., notice that 
E[X] = L Po · E[Xa] = L Po · E[Xo] < 00 
aEB 
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and that by 2. 
!lux 112 ::; L Pa · lluxa W < 00 
a ED 
0 
Given a random variable X, we can simply construct a new variable by multiplying by 
a constant f3. For a distribution cr, similarly, we can construct a new distribution f3 ¢ u 
by letting (/3 ¢ u )(B) = u ( { x E R : f3 · x E B} ). It is obvious that f3 ¢ax = O"f3X. 
Lemma 2.1.2 Given two random variables X, Y and a constant /3, then we have 
1. llu13xll = lf31·11uxll, so if f3 =/= 0, then crx E Q ¢> O"f3X E Q. 
2. d(uf3x,uf3y) = lf31·d(ux,uy) 
Proof: The first follow from the second, and for the second, we have 
d ( crpx, CT(JY) = inf { (fo If- Yl' dP)! : ( n, P) probability space, <7 I = <7 PX, <7g = q PY} 
- inf { (fo lfJf - /1 g I' dP) ~ : ( U, P) probability space, a p 1 = <7 px, q p9 = cr py} 
- inf {I ill (fo If - Yl' dP) t : ( n, P) probability space, <7 f = q X,"' = <Ty} 
- lf31·d(ux,uy) 
0 
Given a finite number of random variables, we can make a new random variable simply 
by adding the existing variables. Let {Xn}nEI and {Yn}nEJ where I is some finite set, be 
positive random variables, and let X = L Xn and Y = L Yn. 
I I 
Lemma 2.1.3 If the Xi and the Yi, as described above, are independent, then 
1. llux W :'5 LI I lux,. W + (LI E[Xn]?, so if ax, E Q for all n, then ax E g. 
2. (d(ux,<7>" ))2 :S ~ (d(crx., <7>".))2 + ( ~ E [X.]- E [Y.])' 
9. If E[Xn] = E[Yn], then E[X] = E[Y] and (d(ax,uy)) 2 :'5 L(d(ux,,uyn))2 
I 
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Proof: The last part is trivial. And the first part is just going through our computa-
tional machinery: 
(d (ox, oy ))2 inf {fo If- gl 2dP: (n, P) probability space, UJ =ox, u9 = uy} 
- inf { [ I L fn- E 9nr;!dP: (n, P) probability space, and Jo I I 
ul:f; = ul:x;'ul:g; = 11:z:::YJ 
< inf { k I~ Un- 9n) l2dP: (n, P) probability space, UJ; = ux;, u9, = uy, 
and fi and 9i independent} 
- in£ { E [1 L (in- 9n) 12] : (Q, P) probability space, UJ; = ux;, u9, = uy, 
and fi and 9i independent} 
inf {2: E [(in - 9n)2] + L I: E [(in - 9n)] · E [(fm - 9m)] : 
I nEI mEl 
m~n 
( n, P) probability space, u li = ax,, a 9 , = aYi, fi and 9i independent} 
inf {E E [ Cfn- 9n)2] + (I: E [(in- 9n)]) 2 - L E [(Jn - 9n)]2 : 
I nEI nEI 
(O,P) probability space, UJ; = ax,,u9, = O"Y;, fi and 9i independent} 
< inf {I:E [Un- 9n)2] + (2: E[(fn- 9n)]) 2 : (O,P) probability space, 
I nEI 
a J; = u x; , u 9, = UY; fi and 9i independent} 
< ~ (d(ux., <Ty.))2 + ( ~ E [X.]- E [Y,.])' 
0 
I will write E [r] for f xdr. If r ([0, t]) ::; u ([0, t]) for all t, I writer 2:: u. 
Lemma 2.1.4 Let '1/Jk: ~ an increasing sequence of random variables, with '1/Jo = 0, and 
let Uk be the distribution of .!:::..'1/J~; = 'if.Jk - 'if.Jk-l· If there exists some fixed distribution u 
with E [u] > 0, such that for each k, a~; 2:: u, then 
P{w E Q: 3k(w) EN such that '1/JK:(w) > r} = 1, Vr E R 
Proof: Let p = u ([0, E [u] ]). Fix r E R. Let A~; = {w : '1/Jk: < r }. We see that if 
'1/Jk: ::; r, then we must have .!:::..'1/Jz :::; E [u] for at least n natural numbers l, l < k, where 
n = k- [ [E[ud]. Thus, P {Ak} ::;; pa. Since now I: Ak < oo, we can use Borel-Cantelli, 
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and get that for almost all w there exists a k (w) EN such that w (j. A1 for any l 2: k(w )o 
0 
This lemma is the one that assures us that we can speak confidently of the processes 
we are working with as being defined for all t E R+ 0 
2 .. 2 Random walks 
We will now carry out the detailed construction of the random walks mentioned in chapter 
L There is one problem, however, which is that we do not know the distribution of the 
transition time from 1 to .Q.. But, as we shall show in the next section, knowing the 
distribution is not necessary in order to find the limit Brownian motion. So we will just 
fix a completed Borel probability measure r on [0, oo], with f xdr = 1 and J x 2dr < oo, 
and call the associated random walks the random walks induced by r. 
Let B(n) be a Markov chain on _F(n) with the transition probabilities given in the previous 
chapter, with the additional property that it goes from point to point "over" a certain 
n-cell. We write c<n) ( k) for the cell B(n) passes over from B(n) ( k - 1) to B(n) ( k ). 
Then let tin) be an increasing sequence of random variables for each n, satisfying 
1. Ton)= 0 
2 A .....ln) _ f'Tl(n) _ .....ln) o 
• l...l.:l'k - .Lk :l'k-1· 
(a) E [~T~n) IB(n) (k- 1) = i, B(n) (k) = i, c<n>(k) = Ca] = ta 
(b) Take ~T~n) given B(n) (k -1) = i,B<n> (k) = j_ and cCn)(k) =Ca. 
Then u .6.~") = ta <> r 
k 
3. The ~tin) IB<")(k-l)=f,B(n)(k)=j,C(")(k)=Cct are independent of each other and each of 
them conditionally independent of c<n>(k)!B<">(k-l)o 
We now define our random walks: 
By lemma 2.1A these are well-defined, a.s. The X}n) will be the random walks r induces 
on p(n) 
Now let w<n) be the random walks induced on p(n) by X(m) m > n· 
' -r,m T ' ' 
Wj~ (t,w) = X~m) (t',w) , where t' =max { t' :5 t: X~m) (t',w) E p(n)} 
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We say that WJ~ go from ito j via Ca, a E An, at timet if WJ~(t,w) = j, and there 
exists an c > 0 s~ch that for all t: t- c < i < t, WJ~(t,w) = i; and X}m~l,w) E Ca. 
That is, given r fixed, we let 
So, {e~n~heNo is a sequence of random variables increasing with k such that 
' 
e(n) _ ..,.,(m) 1. O,m- ".1~ 
2. If ~e~~~ = E>~7~- et?l,ml then the distribution of 
.6.81:~ IB<nlpo:~l)=i,B<"l(k)=j,C(n)(k)=Ca equals the distribution of the hitting time for 
xJm) given that it start; in i and hits j via Ca before it hits any other element of 
p(n)- i_. -
3. The ~E>~7~ IB<">(k-l)=i,B(n)(k)=j,C(n)(k)=Ca are independent of each other and each of 
them conditionally independ;nt of C(n)( k) IB<">(k-l) 
We see from the definition of W that 
w<n> (t w) = B(n) (k w) k = max {i : e(n) (w) < t} 
T,m ' ' ' 1,m -
We also here omit the r where it is redundant given the context. To get on to the limit 
of these walks, we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.2.1 u ~e(n) E Q. 
k,m 
Proof: Fix n. Given a point x E p(n), and m > n, we want to find the probability that 
B(m) hits a point in p(n) - { x} in less than a given number of steps. For that purpose, 
we introduce the n-neighbourhood of x, uJn), which consists of those n-cells of which X 
is a member. The boundary of this set, bx, is a subset of F(n): As we are interested in 
B(m) on u<n) we need to define the m-inner of u<n) (J = (U(n) - b ) n p(m) X) Xl X X • 
We want to find the probability that B(m) has hit bx in k steps or less, given that it 
starts in a pointy E U. This is Pk,y = P{3l < k (B(m)(l) E bx)l B(m)(O) = y}. Now, if 
kx = min{k EN: Pk,y > 0, 'Vy E U}, then Pkz,Y > 0 \fy E U. Let Pk = min{pk,yl y E U}, 
and qk = 1 - Pk. Then, if r is any positive integer, qr·kx < ( qk= Y. Thus, there exist 
constants Q and q such that qk < Q · qk for all k. That implies, with the same constants 
Now, if X, Y are random variables, and Y > X, we see that oy ~ ux, and thereby 
lluyll ~!lux II· And by 2.1.2, if t; = max{ta: a E Am}, then llr;ll ~lira! I for all a E Am. 
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Let llx be the set of all paths of B(m) that start in x, and either end in 6x, or continue 
indefinitely without ever hitting 6x at all. For each path 1r E llx, let T( 1r) be the time 
required for x<n> to run through the path, and P1r the probability of the path. We see 
that the finite paths make a countable set, and that the probability that the path has 
infinite length is 0, so we can apply 2.1.1. 
E[.6.eL~~] - L E[T(1r)] = 2:: P1r <~= ta 
1rETI 1rEII i1E1r 
< (tmaxtr-1. L p1r. L ism-Iii= Ctmaxt)m-1 
1rEII iiE1r 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
The last equality follows from the probability distribution of the paths plus the fact that 
the mean transition time between 1 and .Q is 1. Let .e(1r) =I: 1, i.e. the length of 11". 
aE1r 
IIT(1r)l!2 < L llta<>rW + (2:tcr? by T(n)'s property 3., and by 2.1.3 
< 2:::: t~ ·llrll2 + (.e(1r). (tmaxlr)2 by 2.1.2 and by 2.1, so 
aE7r 
< L P1r ·(I>~ ·llrW + (.e(1r) · (tmaxt)m?) 
1rETI iiE1r 
< ((tmaxl )m. llrW L P1r. 2:::: ta) + (f:(ql- qz+I). (l· (tmruq r?) 
1rETI iiE1r 1=1 
< (tmaxt)m ~ llrW · Ctmaxt)m-l + Ctmax1?m · (t Q · q1 ·12) 
l=l 
< (tmaxt?m-l · (11rW + Q · (1 ~:)3) 
0 
What we will now look at, are the transition time distributions on p(l) and F(2) induced 
by the various n-walks. That is, we are considering theW~~ and theW~~ for all n EN. 
' ' 
Since our walks go from one element of p(n) to the next over some specific n-cell not 
necessarily uniquely determined by the two elements of F(n), we have a triplet describing 
each step, (k., 1, a), where k. E p(n) is the element the step goes from, 1 E p(n) is the element 
the step goes to, and C;;, a E A't, is the cell the step goes over. We name the set of such 
triplets .J(n). We write .J for .J(t) , and forb E An, we let fb(k,I, a)= (fc(k), fb(l), b EB a) 
Because of the Markov property of the B(n), the ~E>~% IB(n)(s-l)=i,B(")(s)=j,C(nl(s)=Ca are 
dependent only on the triplet (k,lJl) and not on s. Thus, we have a finite set of dis-
tributions for each n and m. For the distribution of 6.8~:% IB(n)(s-l)=i,B<nl(s)=t..C<"l(s)=Ca' 
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we write r~~~a)· The s and the (n) are gone, as we have independence of s, and (n) is 
redundant, iiven i, j_ and a. 
While we clearly can express the transition times on p(n) as a composition of the tran-
sition times on p(m) when m 2 n, we also have relations the other way, in particular one 
relating the transition times on p(n) to the transition times on p(l). Given some n E N 
and a j = (k,l, a) E :J(n), then for each c E A, and each m EN, m 2:: n, 
where 
and 
(m+l) (m) 
Tfc(j) = t fc(j) ¢ TP(fc(i)) 
t fc(j) 
if fc (if) fJ. F{l) 
if fc (if) E F(l) 
{ 
(m) T· 
- j 
- m (m-n) ( t1) ¢ r(Jc(Ji),JcoU(k),c) 
if fc(k) fJ. p(l) 
if fc (k) E p(l) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
The above shows that for j' E :J(n), we can find rJ:n) only by knowing the r}m-n) for 
j E :J. In particular, for j' E :J(2), rJ:n> can be found when we know r}m-l) for j E :f. 
But, we can also find the r<m) (j E :!) by knowing the rJ:n> (j' E .7<2>), so we have 
obtained a recursive procedure for finding r}m) (j E .J) for all m E N, given a starting 
distribution r. By formula 2.3, we are then also able to find r}:n> (j' E .J(n)) for all 
m, n E N with m ~ n. 
Now, let us consider the case where we have two different starliJlg distributions, r and 
e. Denote the corresponding distributions of the 6.8(etc.) by r}n> and e)n>, respectively, 
as in equation 2.3. Let Jn) be the vector ( d( r}n)' e;n))2) jE.7 ' i.e. a vector indexed by :J 
with d( r}n)' e}n))2 as its j'th element. 
An n-path is a sequence {jk} of elements of :r<n> such that if jk = (k,l, a) and ik+t = 
(m, n, ii), then m = I. The kind of paths we are interested in, are the 2-paths leading 
from one element of p(t) to a neighbour in p(I) via a 1-cell. The set of such paths will 
then be determined by a triplet in :J. For a j E :J, let the set of paths be denoted Ilj, 
and let a single path be denoted just 1r. 
Let us consider the case where we know Jn) and E[r}n)] for all j E .:J. By applying 2.3 
and then 2.1.2, we get for j' =fa (i,j_, b) E :J(2), that 
d( (n) ~(n) ) 
- ti' ¢ rP(i'), ti' ¢ u p(j') 
d( (n) ~(n) ) 
- tj' · rp(j')' up(j') 
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Given a path 1r E Tij, let rJn+l) be the distribution of the time taken to traverse the path 
1r with transition times having distributions r}n+I), and define B~n+1) similarly. Then, by 
2.1.3, 
( d(r.(n+I) e<n+I)))2 < ""'(t )2. [(d(r(n) ()(n) ))2 + (E [r(n)] - E [8(n) ))2] 
1r ' 1r - L.t k p(k)' p(k) p(k) p(k) 
kE1r 
where tk is defined in formula 2.4. 
Finally, letting p.,. be the probability that 1r is the path in II that is chosen, we get 
( d( r;n+l)' B~n+I))) 2 ~ L p" . ( d( T~n+I)' B~n+l))) 2 
1rEllj 
Putting together these equations, we get 
(d( (n+l) f)(n+1}))2 ""' "( )2 [a ( (n) ll(n) )2 (E[ (n)] E[n(n) J) 2] Tj , j :::; LJ p,. • LJ tk • Tp(k), 17 p(k) + Tp(k) - 17 p(k) 
1rEIIj kE1r 
(2.5) 
Let X(n) = (E[rt>J) iE:J' with expectation taken componentwise, and denote X(n)'s j'th 
element :/jn). Via the same procedure as we used to find J...n) from Jn+l), we get that 
Experienced from Th. 1.4.2, we immediately see that this gives us a matrix equation 
X(n+I) = M . X(n) 
But that means 
Jn+l) :::; M . D . Jn) 
where Dij = 8ij · ti, and M is the matrix from the equation above. 
Now, M > 0, so we can use the theory of positive matrices, in particular the Perron-
Frobenius theory. It states that M has a positive real eigenvalue r such that for any other 
eigenvalue ). of M, l..\1 :::; r, and that r's eigenvectors are unique up to multiplication by 
a constant. Moreover, the right and left eigenvectors belonging tor are strictly positive. 
For a vector x = (x1, x2, ... , xn), we'll let lxl = (lx1l, lx2l, ... , lxn I) 
Lemma 2.2.2 r = 1. 
Proof: Making an equation for the mean time to get from 1 to .Q. and then back again 
to 1, and using from Theorem 1.4.2 that the mean time to get from 1 to .Q. is 1, we get 
2: Wj · x~n) = 2 or, in vector notation: w · X(n) = 2 
jE:J 
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for each n. w is a vector independent of X(n), whose (.k,l, a )'th element is the average 
number of times B(l) crosses over from .k to 1 via Ca. We see that w is componentwise 
larger than zero. We use w to make a norm by setting IIXllw = w · lxl We then have 
ll£<n)llw = 2 for all n EN. 
If z is the (right) eigenvector belonging to r, we can multiply z by a constant c1 so that 
0 < c1 · z S X'<1). But then, for any k E N, we get 0 < Mk · ( c1 · Z) S Mk · £<1) = X{k+l), 
making c1 ·IIMk · Zllw = c1 · rk ·IIZ11w S 2 for all kEN. This shows r S 1. 
Similarly, there is a positive constant c2 such that 0 < c2 • £<1) < z, so for any k E N, 
0 < Mk · (cz · X'<1>) < Mk · z = rk · z, so 2 · cz < liMA:· X(l)llw S r" · IIZJiu; for all k EN. 
This shows r 2:: 1. 0 
Invoking (14, Theorem 1.2], we see that when we norm the right and left eigenvectors 
for the eigenvalue r = 1, f and r, by demanding f. r = 1, the matrix A = r o lhas the 
property that liMA:- All S K1 · 8\ where K1 > 0 and P·zl < 8 < 1, where Az is the 
eigenvalue of M that is the second largest in absolute value. We can take II · II as the 
operator norm. 
Lemma 2.2.3 The vectors X(n) converge to a limit x as n -+ oo with geometric speed. 
That is, IIFn)- xll < Kz. hn, Kz > 0 
Proof: 
lim X(n) 
-
lim Mk · x'1) 
n-+oo n-+oo 
-
(lim Mk) ·£{I) 
n-+oo 
-
A. ,X'(I) 
We call this limit x. Applying any norm 11·11 (all norms on Rn are equivalent), 
IIi<">- xll - IIM"-1 • ? 1>- A· x<t> II 
- II (Mk-l- A) . ,X'(l)ll 
< II (Mk-1 - A) ll·lli<1)11 
< lli<1>11· K1 · hk-1 
1 
0 
We let f(•) = (rj•l) ;e.r' and let d ( f(•)' ii\•l) = c~ d ( f(•)' ii\•) )' r = y'udt•l II. with 
II · II Euclidean norm. 
For the following proposition we need to define another operation denoted by o, multipli-
cation of vectors element by element, i.e. ( a1, a2, ... , an )o( 1h, bz, ... , bn) = ( a1 b1, az bz, ... , an bn) 
(-)<>2 .... ... a = aoa. 
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Proposition 2.2.4 There exists a vector of distributions indexed by 3 which is the limit 
of the distribution vectors f(n), and which is independent of which initial distribution 
r E Q with E[r] = 1 we choose. 
Proof: Independence: Take the two initial distributions, T and e. We have E[r] = 
E[B] = L That implies E[r}n)] = E[B}n)] for all n EN and all j E 3. Thus formula 2.5 in 
this case modifies to, in vector form 
Jn+I) ~ M . D . Jn) 
Since liMn II~ IIAII + K1 for all n EN, IIDii = tmax1 < 1, and Jn) ~ 0, we have 
IIJ\n+I)II < II (M · Dt · Jt>ll 
< II (M · Dt II·IIJ1>11 
< IIMnii·IIDnii·IIJl)ll 
< CIIAII + Kt). (tma.xlr ·IIJl)" ~ o 
We have shown that the limit is independent of the choice of starting distribution, if the 
limit exists. 
Existence: Now, if we pick an arbitrary starting distribution, r, that induces one 
particular 7'<1), we can define i by letting B't1> = f(2). For the Jn) given by these f(n) and 
Btn), we get 
Jn+t) < M . D. ( Jn) + ( x<n) _ x<n-1)) <>2) 
n 
< (M. Dt. Jt> + L ((M. Df-k (ik)- x<k-l)y>2) 
k=l 
And so, 
n 
iiJn+l)li < II(M. Dtii·IIJ\l)ll + 2: II(M. nt-kll·ll(x<k)- £{k-l)t2 11 
k=l 
n 
< IIMnii·IIDnii·IIJl)ll + L IIMn-kii·IIDn-kll·ll (x\k)- x\k-1)) W 
k=1 
n 
< (IIAII + Kt) · (tmaxlr ·IIJ1>11 + I:(IIAII + K1) · (tmaxlr-k · (2K2 · 5k)2) k=l 
< (IIAII + Kl). (iiJl)ll + 4(K2)2 • n). (52 v tmaxlr 
Now, since d ( ;(n), ;(n+I)) = d (r<n), jjtn)) = VIIJ{n)jl, we see that the sequence of vectors 
of distributions, {;<n)} , is Cauchy, and by the completeness of (9, d), it has a limit. 
nEN 
0 
Let r = ( Tj )iE.J be this limit. By using formula 2.3 we find the distribution functions 
for the transition times on p(n) for all the n > 1. We then get our decimation-invariant 
random walks. 
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2 .. 3 Decimation Invariant Random walks 
I will now construct the random walks that are the limit of w~n) as m tends to infinity, 
w<n)' on p(n)' by letting w<n) be the random walk with the transition probabilities of 
B(n), and time distributions given by the fixpoint T = ( Tj )ie.7 and the limit version of 
2.3, which simply is 
Let ein) be an increasing sequence of random variables for each n with 
1. e~n) = 0 
2 If Ae(n) e<n) e(n) h h di .b . f Ae(n) I 
. . .u.- k = - k - k-l, t en t e stn ubon o .u.- k B(n)(k-l)=i.B<")(k)=t,C(n)(k)=Ca 
lS T(i,t,a) • 
3. The ~ein) IB<">(k-l)=i,B<">(k)=i.C<")(k)=Ca are independent of each other and each of 
them conditionally independent of c<n>(k)IB<n>(k-l)· 
We define our random walks as 
The w<n) are decimation invariant, in the sense that if n < m and w<m) is started at 
a point in F(n)' then w<m) IF{n) has the same law as w<n). For the next proposition, let 
E>(w) = min{t > 0: W(l)(t + t',w) = 1, where W(l)(t',w) = .Q.}, and letT= <Te. 
Proposition 2.3.1 Let q be the minimal number of cells connecting 1 to !l, and let 
(3 = - 1 l~g~ • Then there exists a con.rJtant K > 1 such that og IDlll} 
(2.6) 
for allt E (0,1] 
Proof: Given an a E (0, 1], we can find a K > 1 such that 2.6 holds for any t E (a, 1]. 
Just l~t K = min{(rj ([O,t]))-t.B: t E [a, 1] 1\j E ..1}. We choose a= tmin1 • 
Assume there is a smallest numbers in (0, 1] such that equation 2.6 holds for all t E [s, 1]. 
If I can prove that 2.6 holds for all t E [tmm1 • s, s ), I have a reductio ad absurdum on the 
assumption, and the lemma is proved. 
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By definition of Kanda, [s, ~] ~ [s, 1]. But also, if j' E ,J'(2), then Tj' =tao Tj for some 
a E A and j E :1. So if t E [tmin1 • s, s ), we have uniformly for j' E :J(?.) 
Tj'([O, i]) (ia 0 Tj)([O, t]) 
t 
- Tj([O, ia]) 
t 
< ri([O, -t _-]) 
IDml 
-(-t-)-tl < K tminl 
Now, the probability W(2) has crossed a 1-cell in the interval [0, t] is less than or equal 
to the probability that the process has crossed the q 2-cells required to do that, or even 
crossed any q 2-cells at all. In particular, for our chosen t, 
q 
Tj([O, t]) < II Tj~ ( [0, t]) 
i=l 
< 
q -(-t-)-.8 II K 'minl 
i=l 
-
K tlll.lnl ( -(-~ )-.8) q 
-
K-t-.e 
where j~ indexes the 2-cells crossed by W(?.). 0 
2 .. 4 Brownian motion 
I will in the rest of the paper make much use of non-standard analysis, as I find this to 
be the best tool for handling the kind of problems that arise here. 
Proposition. 2.4.1 For all N E* N- N, WN ( t, w) i3 S-continuoU3 for L(* P)oalmost all 
w E Q. Actually, there exists a subset Q' C n with L(* P)-measure 1 such that for all 
w E Q' there exists a con-stant Cw such that 
d (wN(t,w ), wN (s,w))T::; C~lt- •I (log It~ •I)! 
for all s, t E* [0, 1], s 7:. t, where T is the time scaling exponent from Section 1..4, and f3 
is the f3 from proposition 2.9.1. 
Proof: Let WN (t,w) be written X (t,w ). We also have need of a function 
f(r) = lrl"l< (log 1!1)""' 
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Pick two arbitrary points s, t E* [0, 1), s < t, s '/:. t. We see that if there are two values 
u, v E* [s, t] such that d(X (u) ,X (v)) ;?:: 2r for some positive number r, then X must 
have crossed from i. to j E p(n) for some n E N via some n-cell Ca with ra ~ r · rmm1 
during the interval *[u,~]. Applying (the *-transfer of) proposition 2.3.1 to this case, 
with j' = (i, j_, ii), we get, using an appropriate j E :J, that 
*P{3u,v E* [s,t]: d(X(u),X(v));?:: 2r} < sup "'ra("'[O,u -v]) 
u,vE*[.s,t] 
< sup (tao *ri )(*[0, u- v]) 
u,ve•[s,t] 
.. (* [ u- v])-
- sup r· 0 -
u,ve•[s,t) 3 ' ta 
< "'ri (* [o, t ta s]) 
< K-(e~·)-!3 
1 
Let C be some constant greater than (log K) -w, and pick r so small that C f ( t - s) ;?:: 2r. 
Then the above implies that 
But 
*P{3u,v e* [s,t]: d(X(u),X(v)) ~ Cf(t- s)} 
(tat/J - (rat/JT 
(c )-{JT < 2J(t-s) 
- C'lt- si/J log I 1 I · (logK)-1 t-s 
( c\ IJT where C' = 2) log K, so we have the general relation 
*P{3u,v E"' [s,t]: d(X(t),X(s));?:: Cf(t -s)}:::; it -sic' 
In particular, 
*P{ 3u,v E* [~, k; 1]: d(X(t),X(s)) > C1J (2-n)}:::; 2-nc' 
when k < 2n, for all n E I, where I c* N is internal, and I::) N. That is, there exists an 
H E* N - N such that the above formula is true for all n < H. Pick one m :::; H. Then 
*P ( { 3n(m:::; n < H)3k < 2n3u,v E"' [!, k; 1] : d(X(t),X(s)) 2:: Cf(2-n)}) 
S .t...t,. P ( { 3u, v E• [:., k; 1] : d(X(t),X(s)) > Cf(2-")}) 
H H 2-m(l-C') 
:::; 2: L 2-nC' = L (21-C't:::; 1 21-C' < 00 
n=m k<2n n=m -
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Let nm ={wEn: Vn(m < n <H) Vk < 2n Vu, v E"' [2~' W] (d(X(u), X(v)) < Cf(2-n)) }. 
{ 0 } • • • f t · h "'P{ 0 } 1 2-m(t-c') am 1s an 1ncreas1ng sequence o se s, Wlt >lGm = - 1_ 21 _c, . 
Changing into Loeb theory, we can define fl' = UmeN !lm. L(* P)(n') = 1. We shall 
write P for L("' P). Then, for all wE fl', there exists an n(w) EN such that 
( ) "' [ k k + 1] d(X(u),X(v)) < C1f 2-n Vu,v E ~'~ Vk < 2nVn > n(w) 
Now fix s, t, two arbitrary numbers in "[0, 1], s i- t, and let s < t. Let p = n (w) V 
- [[10f!;sl]], where [[x]] gives the largest integer smaller than x. The interval *t[s,t] is 
intersected by at most 3 V 2n(w) intervals of the kind "' [;P, ki;1], k < 2~'. Index these 
intervals by I, naming the ith interval Ii. We then have our relation 
d(X(s),X(t)) < sup{d(X(u),X(v)): u,v E"' [s,t]} 
< I:sup{d(X(u),X(v)): u,v E Ij} 
< L CJ (2-p) = (3 V 2n(w)) CJ (2-p) 
jEJ 
< ( 3 V 2n(w)) C j (t- S) 
0 
We get our Brownian motion simply by putting B(t,w) = 0 WN(t,w), for some N E* 
N-N. 
Corollary 2.4.2 The Brownian motion is continuow for L(* P)-almost all w E n. Ac-
tually, there exists a subset 11' C n with L(* P)-measure 1 such that for all w E 11' there 
exists a constant Cw such that 
T ( 1 )~ d(B(t),B(s)) =Cw!t-sl loglt-sl 
for all s, t E [0, 1]. 
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The Markov Property 
Our process W(N) is clearly not Markov if the cells are of different sizes, as the probability 
of which site the particle will go to next after it has arrived at one site, is different than 
the probability of which site it will choose after having waited for some time. Still, we 
expect the standard part process to be Markov, as the dependency described above is 
a.s. confined to the infinitesimal level. 
3 .. 1 Some properties of the process 
Lemma 3.1.1 Iff E C (K,R), then Ex[* f (w<N)) (w, t)] ~ EY [* f (w<N>) (w, t)] when~ 
ever X ~ y, N E *N - N, and t e [0, 00 ). 
Proof: We can without loss of generality assume x and y are contained in the same 
N -cell, for some N E* N - N, since otherwise we could pick a third element z such that 
the assumption is true for both the pair x, z and the pair y, z, whereupon the lemma 
holds by the transitivity of ~. 
Pick an ME* N- Nand an a E AM such that x,y E Co: and </>ji 1 (x) ~ </>ji1 (y). Fixing 
v = </>-a(!!), w = </>o: (1), x' = </>ji1 ( x) and y' = </>ji1 (y ), we get 
P[w<N>(w, cr) = v] = pc' [w<N-M) (w', u') = .Q] = vx' 
and 
pY [w<N> (w,u) = v] = pY' [w<N-M) (w',cr') = !!) = vy' 
so the following equation holds 
Ex[* f (w<N>) (w, t + u)] "' Vx•. ev [* f (w<N)) (w, t)] + (1- Vx•). ew [* f (w<N)) (w, t)] 
rv vy' · E" [* f (w<N>) (w, t)] + (1- vy•) · ew [* f (w<N>) (w, t)] 
- EY [* f (w<N>) (w, t +a)] 
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First and last ~ by the a.s. S-continuity of W(N), and middle ~ by that x' ~ y' and 
1.3.8. 0 
3 .. 2 A random walk with the Markov property 
We will have to· construct our 4th random walk process, z<n), in order to prove the Markov 
property. First, I will show that it for N infinite, z(N) has a standard part that is a.s. 
equal to our decimation invariant random walks from the previous chapter. Then I will 
show that z(n)' and the standard part of z<N)' are [strong] Markov. Since now z<N>'s 
standard part is strong Markov and a.s. equal to the standard parts of the previous 
preocesses, their standard parts will be strong Markov, too. 
The problem with the previous random walks was that if a particle had arrived at a 
site, and stayed there for some amount of time, the distribution of which site to go to 
next, changed with the time the particle has waited. So, to mend this, z<n) is defined on 
a discrete time line, where the particle after one time unit at a "proper" site jumps to a 
waiting site in which it waits for a jump to a unique "proper" site. At the waiting site, 
the probability of leaving the waiting site be equally large at all points of time, with the 
leaving probability calibrated so that the mean transition time over a cell Ca is ta. In 
mathematical writing, the process is given thus: 
Let K = ([ ( tmm1 rn]) , and then let llt = i!. We then define the discrete time line 
T(n) = {n ·llt In E* N0 }. Now, letting t E K be chosen so that 0 < d(.Q, t) <~'define for 
every a E A*, 
'1/Ja( </>a=(.Q.)) = </>a( t) and '1/Jo=( </>o=(l)) = </>a= o U ( t) 
and let E(n) = U U '1/Ja=(x). 
aEAn .,ep(n) 
xec8 
Let z(n) : n X T(n) -+ p(n) u E(n) be our process, written Zt for short, and define it 
recursively, for all a in An: 
Zt+~• =I Ua(zt) with probability Pn (zt,a) • (~:) } 1/Ja(zt) with probability Pn (zt, ii) · (1- ~:) 'I/Ji1 o Ua-(zt) with probability ~: } 
Zt with probability 1- ~: 
if Zt E p(n) n Ca-
if Zt E E(n) n Ca 
where Ua- = </>a-oU o¢>"i1 • All the usual independencies are assumed. Then z<n) is Markov 
by definition. 
We will now show that for N infinite, z<N) is equivalent to the decimation invariant 
walk w<N) from section 2.3. This will be by showing them both to be equal to the initial 
process X(N) from section 2.2, and thereupon using transitivity: 
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Lemma 3.2.1 For N E *N- N, W(N) (w, t) ~ zCN) (w, t) for all t E Ume1 •• /(0, m] n T(n), 
for almost all w E n. 
Proof: We will do this proof in two steps. First, we show that w<N>(w, t) ~ x<N>(w, t) 
for almost all w E n, and then that X(N)(w, t) ~ z(N)(w, t) for almost all w E Q. The 
lemma then follows by the transitivity of~. 
W(N)(w, t) ~ x<N>(w, t): Pick M, H E* N- N such that M + H = N. Then 
(3.1) 
If we consider x<N) and w<N) restricted to p(M)' they become WkM) and w<M)' respec-
tiveiy. The time required for the processes, started at some point in p(N), to hit p(M) for 
the first time, is infinitesimal a.s .. Since also w<N) is S-continuous a.s., it suffices to show 
that w<N>(w, t)lp(M) ~ x<N>(w, t)ip(M)' i.e. that w<M)(w, t) ~ WkM)(w, t), for almost all 
w E n. We couple the processes by requiring that they are defined from the same simple 
Markov process, B(M), but let their transition times, given the paths, be independent. 
For simplicity of notation, write r for WkM)' and e for E)(M). 
Let K = maxje.7 (~[~!~~2. Then, since O"Ae~c is a scaled version of a Tj for some j E .J, 
that is, O"Ae~c = i <:> Tj for some i E (0, 1), we get E [(.6.9k)2] ::.; K · (E[.6.8k])2 
What 3.1 says, is that ~~\!~:]:/ ~ 1 and ~~~~:/ ~ 1. So, if K' is a real number slightly 
larger thanK, then E[(.6.8k)2]::.; (E[.6.8k])2 ·K', and E[.6.8k -.6.n:] = 8·E[.6.9k], where 
8~ 0. 
Using this, we get 
r( k \ 21 E [cek- rk)2] = E l ~(.6.81- .6.r1)) .A 
- E [t.(t.81 - t.r,)' + t. 'f1(t.8,- t.r,) · {t>8m- t.r m)l 
k k L E[(.6.8l- .6.rl?] + L: L E[.6.el- .6.rz]. E[.6.8m- .6.r m] 
1=1 l=l m>l 
< t. E [( t.e,)'j + E [ (t.r,)'j + t. ( (a· E[t.e,)) · 'f, (a· E[A8,])) 
< t. (E[t.e.))' · (K + K') + (a· t. E[t.e.])' 
< (t. E[t.e.]) · (t....f · (K + K') +a'· (E[8•Jl' 
< E(8t.:] · (tmax1 )M · (K + K') + ff · (E[9k]? ~ 0 
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for k so small that E[8k] is finite 
Thus ek ~ rk a.s. fork so small that E[9k] is finite. So, if k(t) = max{kl rk < t}, 
W}vM)(w, t) "' W};f)(w, t) 
- B(M)(w, k(t)) 
- W(M)(w, 8k(t)i) 
"' W(M)(w, t) 
The last ~by 2.4.1. 
Thus 2.4.1 applies to wivM)' and thereby to X(N)' too. 
X(N)(w, t) ~ z<N>(w, t): Let y(n) = z<n)IF(n), and couple y(n) with x<n) by requiring 
that they are defined from the same B(n), but let their transition times, given the paths, 
be independent. 
Define Tk11 (w) =min { t E* Rci It> Tkn)(w) 1\ y(n)(w, t) E p(n)- y(n)(w, Tf)(w )) }, and 
let T~n) ..:. 0. 
So, let N E* N- N, and let T = y(N) and T = T(N). What we need to show, is that 
Tk (w) ~ Tk (w) fo:r almost all w. To do this, we first need to compute theE [C~T~t)2]: 
Consider the case that y(N)'s k'th step be from the point x over the cell Ca. We see from 
the definition that 
E [(D.T~.:)2] (~t)2 • (12 + (22 -12) • (1- ~t) + ···+ ((n+ 1)2 -n2) • (1- !t)n + ... 
oo ( ~t)n 
- (D.t)2 • 2: (2n + 1) · 1----:-
n=O ta 
2 · (ta)2 - (L\t) · ta :S 2 · (ta)2 
Taking r to be the unit measure on 1, we similarly get E[(~T,.j'2] = (E[D.TJ.])2 - (ta)2• 
Using this, we get 
k k 
E [(Tk- Tk)2] = LE[(L\1}- ~Tz)2 ] + L L E[L\11- ~Ti] · E[L\Tm- .6Tm] 
l=l 1=1 m>l 
k 
L E [(.611- ~ T1?) 
1=1 
k 
< L E [(6.11)2] + E [(ll 11)2] 
l=l 
k 
< L (E [(.6.11)])2 • 3 
l=l 
< (~ E [(L'>1l)'j) · (t_, t · 3 
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for k so small that E[Tk] is finite. 
Thus Tk ~ Tk a.s. fork so small that E[Tk] is finite. So, if k(t) = max{kl Tk ~ t}, 
z(N) (w, t) "' y(N) (w, t) 
- B(N) (w, k (t)) 
- X(N) (w, n(t)) 
"' X(N) (w, t) 
The last~ by 2.4.1. 0 
So, by transience of~, proposition 2.4.1 and lemma 3.1.1 applies to z(N), N E *N- N, 
too. 
3 .. 3 The Markov Property 
Lemma 3.3.1 There ex~~ a measure J.ln on P(F(n) U E(n)) that is invariant under z(n), 
i.e., if we let P{w: z<n>(O,w) E A}= J.Ln(A), then 
P{w : z<n>(t,w) E A} = J.Ln(A) 
for all t E R+. 
Proof: We begin by defining this J.ln: 
( t(rf - Llt · r"iR) if X E E(n) and X E C;; 
p(x) = ~ ~ '~' D.t · riR if X E p(n) l zEC;r 
To prove the lemma, all we have to show is that P { w : z( n) ( L'::l.t, w) E A} = fln (A), and the 
rest follows by induction. We need only show that the measure of a point in p(n) U E(n) 
remains the same. First, consider x E p(n). From the definitions we see that 
P{w: zCn)(tlt,w) = x} = 2:: (Pn(Utt(x),a) · P.n(Utt(x)) + ~t P.n(o/(a,Utt(x)))) 
ifEA": ta 
zECct 
=L: I: (rc-tR 
i!'EA"': 
Ua(:~:)ECe 
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At """ ( 1 R 1 D R ) 
=- · LJ -1:1t · rji + -(ra - !:::.t · rji ) 
ta O:EA": 2 2 
where the last equality follows from the fact that that T = D + R, as according to theorem 
1.4.2. Second, if x E E(n), then 
P{w: z(n)(f:::.t,w) =X}= ( 1- ~t) . Jln(X) + Pn ( 'l/Y-1(x )) . ( 1- ~t) . Jln(( 'o/-1(x )h) 
0 
Recalling from section 1.2 the geometric measure on K, p,, and nonning this so that 
p,(K) = 1, we have 
Corollary 3.3.2 The geometric mea.'Jure on K, p,, is invariant under the geometric dif~ 
fusion on K, B. 
Proof: p, is the standard part of /-lN for infinite N, and B = 0 (z(N)). 0 
Theorem 3.3.3 B is a strong Markov process. 
Proof: Combining [1, Theorem 5.4.17] with [1, definition 5.4.13], and adapting it to 
our setting, we get the statement: 
Theorem Assume So is a hyperfinite subset of *Y for some compact space Y, and 
let X : n X T -+ s be an S~continuous Markov process on the hyperfinite time line T 
preserving some measure on S0 , such that 
x ~ y---+ P£ {wlo X(w, t) EM} = Pf {wlo X(w, t) EM} 
for all finite t and all Borel sets M. If x is the standard part of X, then 
( n, { :Ft} tEIII: ' { p y} yEY 'X) is a strong Markov process. 
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PL is here the Loeb measure of the internal measure P. 
Let t be fixed, and let Zt(·) = z(N)(·, t). The functions Zt : n --+ EJ(N) u p(N) and 
st: E(N) U p(N) --+ K are measurable. So, 0 Zt: n--+ K is measurable, too. Define 
Vz is a Radon probability measure on K, by the measurability of ., Zt. The demand in 
equation 3.2 can be restated that if x ~ y, then vx(B) = vy(B) for all Borel sets B. 
Now, since K is a compact metric space, vz(B) =sup {vz(C)I C C B, C compact}, so it 
suffices to show vx( C) = vy( C) for the compact subsets C of K. 
Fix C C K, compact. Define the functions 
{ 
1 
fn(x)= 0 
1- n · d(x,C) 
Now, 
for x E C 
for x : d( x, C) ;::: ~ 
otherwise 
where the last equality follows from Dominated Convergence. So, it suffices to show that 
for x ~ y. But this is a trivial consequence of lemma 3.1.1 and the continuity of fn· 0 
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Relaxing the Axioms 
In mathematics, we seek for the most general solutions, and thus prefer the weakest 
possible axioms that will still yield the wanted results. In our case, there are three 
axioms that are natural candidates for being removed/relaxed: 
• Symmetry 
* Simplicity 
e Niceness 
In the case of Simplicity, we already know that it can be relaxed when the cells are of 
the same size, as this in essence is the work of Lindstr~m [12]. I believe a synthesis of it 
and this thesis is within the scope of the techniques applied here. 
Removing Symmetry /Niceness, on the other hand, is a problem I do not know has 
been tackled yet. What I consider a main difficulty is that we might get points on p(N) 
[N E* N - N] where the ratio of time to cross some two different N -cells connecting to 
that point, is infinite or infinitesimal. 
4.1 Removing Niceness 
The results from the previous chapters work equally well for fractals with Axiom 6, 
Niceness, removed, as long as the contraction factors from Axiom 1, the ra, are equal and 
independent of a. I will, as representatives of this class of fractals choose a subclass that 
exhibits the peculiar properties of the full class in a not so difficult way. 
The intuitive describtion of the spaces we will look at, is that they have a generator 
given by the following: 
Let X= {1,2, ... ,n} x [0,1] = {(i,x) i E {1, ... ,n}, x E [0,1]} 
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and then define the equivalence relation ,..... by 
( i, X) "" (j 1 y) ~ X = y A (X = 0 V X = ~ V X = 1) 
Our generator will be G = X/ "', with the sets (i, [o, !]) / ,.... and (i, [~, 1]) / rv, i E 
{1, ... , n} representing the next generation. 
The exact construction of these spaces is given by the method in Part II, when we set 
A = {1, 2, · · · , n} 
P.t(i) = m 
""' satisfies 
where if is the fixed point of Ti. 
if "'iJ if i,j < n 
i1 rY iJ if i,j> n 
Ti(iJ) = Tj(iJ) if it rf iJ 
It is not difficult to see that the whole of the discussion in chapter 1 carries through to 
the spaces we are now considering, with the exception of the proof that the Hausdorff 
dimension equals the geometric dimension, and that p can be extended to the whole of 
K, thus making a metric. In fact, as we will see, pis provably not a metric when n =/:. 1. 
Now, calculating D and R is an easy excercise: 
D _ log(2n) s· il l R _ 1 ~ log(n) 
- . 1m ary -
log (2) log (2) 
We see that for n = 2, we haveR= 0, and for n > 2, we get a negative R. That means 
that for n > 2, resistance diverges to infinity when the distance between points go to 
zero, rather than converge. 
For time scaling, we get, by using 1.4.2, T = R + D = 2, independent of n. 
The results of chapter 2 are rather straight-forward, as the .:J has only one element, 
and as is not too difficult to see, the limit time distribution, r, is the same, independent 
of n. So, since for n = 1 we have Brownian Motion on the unit interval, we know this 
r explicitly, and the projection, B'(w, t) = d(Q, B(w, t)) is Brownian Motion on the unit 
interval. 
The Markov property is not a problem with these spaces, since already initial the random 
walks are Markov, and we can apply the theorem that says standard parts are Markov 
directly. 
Now, knowing that the results1 from the previous chapters apply in our context, too, 
we can state the following corollary of 2.4.1, 
1 Except, as stated, that p can he extended to a metric, and that 1-l-dim(K) =D. 
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Corollary 4.1.1 The Hamdorff dimension of a Brownian path is less than or equal to 
T, a.s. 
Proof: B(·,w) satisfies the Holder condition of exponent T~e for all c > 0, by the 
above proposition, and so, by [9, Proposition 2.3], the dimension of the Brownian path 
is less than or equal toT+ c for all c > 0. 0 
It seems rather- likely, though hard to prove, that 1.2.2 holds for all Simple Fractal 
spaces, so we state 
Conjecture 4.1.2 The self-similarity dimension of K, D, is its Hausdorff dimension 
also when Niceness is removed, and 0 < 1-{D (K) < oo. 
Under this conjecture, it is easy to prove 
Proposition 4.1.3 When n > 2 the paths of B(w, ·)do not cover the whole ofK, L(P)-
a.s. 
Proof: n > 2 means D > 2. By 1.4.2 and 4.1.1, the Hausdorff dimension of a path 
B ( w, ·) is L( P)-a.s. less than D, which by 4.1.2 is the Hausdorff dimension of K. 0 
I will leave off further study of these spaces until later, but will mention that if we take 
the relation S = 2¥, where Sis the spectral dimension of K, to be true, then we can 
construct Fractal spaces with arbitrarily large spectral dimensions, as in our case, S = D, 
and D _ log2n 
- log2 • 
4.2 Relaxing Simplicity 
I expect that the relaxation of Simplicity into "Finite Ramification" in the general case 
will be possible by using the techniques I have applied. 
We can relax the Simplicity axiom into 
Axiom 3 [Finite Ramification] The set p(o) = U U ¢i1 ( </li (K) n </li (K)) is finite, and 
iEA jEA 
#i 
the elements of p(o) are all fixed points for some tPi, i E A. 
This requires that we alter the Symmetry axiom to fit the new situation2 : 
2This characterization of symmetry is due to Dr. K.R. Wicks 
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Axiom 5 [Symmetry] For all x, y E F(o) there exists a self-inverse isometry sxy such 
that 
(i) S.xy(X) = y and S.xy(p{O)) = p{O) 
(ii) ViE A:3j E A (sx11 o </>i o s;;; = </>i) 
(iii) Vz E K (d(z,x) = d(z,y) ~ sxy(z) = z) 
To make our construction of Brownian Motion work for these spaces, I consider the 
greatest obstacle to he the resistance. It surely has to be geometric, so that it has a 
scaling exponent R. But whether it is unique, and if the vector of probabilities of how 
likely the process is to hit one site of p(o) before it hits another, is unique, is a problem 
too big to be answered in this tentative discussion. Solving it, however, would probably 
involve use of the techniques of Barlow [4]. 
For our purposes, it is sufficient to consider the case that we have a satisfactory resis-
tance function, which is geometric, and preserved under isometries like for instance the 
symmetries above, and that T = D + R. 
The results of chapter 2 then follow straight through, as we are considering triplets 
(i, j_, a) as indexes on our transition times, so that we are not only considering the starting 
point and the cell crossed, but at which of its ramification points we end up. Chapter 
3 follows by making some adjustments to the fact that p<o) is larger than 2 when we 
construct Z and the invariant measure. 
So, all in all, I consider the relaxation of Simplicity as a feasible next expansion in the 
study of Brownian motion on fractals. As seen above, the biggest task will be that of 
assigning unique resistances. Perhaps the solution to Brownian motion on fractals in 
general lies in the study of resistances. In any case, I think fractal resistance will be a 
subject worth looking into. 
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The Space 
Chapter 5 
Simple fractal spaces 
In this chapter I will construct the spaces on which I have worked in the previous chapter. 
It will hopefully give better insight to what Simple Fractal spaces really are. 
5.1 The topological measure space AN 
Definition 4 With 1·1 denoting cardinality, let A be such that 2 < IAI < IN!. For every 
n E N, we define An = {(a1, ... ,an): ai E A}, the set of all n-sequences of elements 
in A, and let AN = {(a~,a2 , ••• ,ai, .. . ) : ai E A}, the set of all infinite sequences of 
elements in A, and let Ti(at, a2, ... ) = (i, a1, a2, ... ), Ti(al, a2, ... , an)= (i, at, a2, ... , an)· 
If a = ( a1, a2, ... , an) E An, let r;; = ra1 o ra2 o · · · o ra,.. 
We endow .. 4 with a discrete topology, and An and AN with the product topology. 
The topology on An will then itself be discrete. The topology on AN is generated by 
Q = {pr;;1(k): k E A, n EN}, where prn(at, a2, .. . ) = an. If we let 1/Yn : AN --? An be 
defined by 1/Yn(a~,a2,···) = (a1,a2, ... ,an), w~ see that if a= (at,a2, ... ,an) E An, we 
have ,P;;1(a) = {(st,S2····) E AN: Si = ai,l::; i::; n} = n?=lpr;;1(ai) in the topology on 
AN. If bE An, we let [b] = ,P;;1(b) be called an (n-)cylinder in AN. Let 0 be an open 
neighbourhood of x = ( x 1 , x 2 , ••• ) E AN. Then 0 has to be a union of finite intersections 
of generating sets, so x will have to be in one of these finite intersections of generating 
sets. Let nf=1 pr;;;(xn~c) be it, and let n =max {nk}. Then the intersection will contain 
n?=1pri1(xi) = 'l/J;;1(Xt,X2, ... 1 Xn), and We have shown that the cylinders make a basis 
for the topology on A""'. 
Since A is a finite set, A is compact. And since products of compact spaces are compact, 
both An and A""' are compact. If x = (xt, x 2 , •• • ), y = (y1 , y2 , •• • ) E AN, let k be such that 
Xk -=f:. Yk· Then ( x~, ... , Xk) -=f:. (Yt, ... , Yk), whereupon [ (x1, ... , Xk)] and [ (yt, ... , Yk)] are 
disjoint neighbourhoods of x and y, respectively: AN is Hausdorff. 
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Let 8 1 be the Borel-u-algebra on A, and give (A, 8 1 ) a measure J.ll, such that p 1 (A) = 1, 
and if BE 8 1 , p1(B) = 0 # B = 0. From this measure we will make product measures on 
An and AN. Let Bn be the Borel-u-algebra on An. Then Bn = P( An), since An has discrete 
topology. Since 1/J~ 1 (An) =AN, and 1/J~ 1 (0) = 0, '¢~1 (Bn) is a a-algebra on AN. Since 
1/J~~1 (Bn-I) C '¢;:1 (Bn), 'lj;~ 1 (Bn) is an increasing sequence of a-algebras on AN. Let BN be 
the a-algebra generated by Ui:1 1/J~1 (Bn)· But Ui:,1 '¢;;1 (Bn) = {[ b] : 3n EN s.a. bE An}, 
the neighbourhood basis for the topology on AN, so BN is generated by the topology on 
A"', and is thus the Borel-a-algebra on A"'. Let P,n be the product measure on (A'\ Bn) 
of p 1 with itself n times. Since p.1 is a probability measure, there exists, according to 
Parthasarathy [13] a natural product probability measure, P,N, on (AN, BN) such that 
Lemma 5.1.2 If S E BN, then P,N(S) = :l:P1(i) · JJN(ri-1(S)) 
iEA 
Proof: Let n-( ·) = LP.1 (i) · Jl.N(ri-1( · )). Then 1i is a measure on (AN,BN)· We will 
iEA 
apply Caratheodory's extention theorem to show the equality of 1r and JJN· It it will be 
00 
sufficient to show equality on U 1/J;:1 (Bn)· But that equality, again, follows from equality 
i=l 
on the cylinders, and the lemma follows. 0 
Corollary 5.1.3 P.N 0 ra-(·) = P.N([ a]). JJN(·) 
5.2 The quotient space K 
Given A and its product spaces An and AN from the last section, we define a new space, 
K =AN/ ...... , where....., is an equivalence relation. We endow K with quotient topology and 
-measure. By imposing certain demands on....., and P,N (p.1), we will make our self-similar 
spaces. The construction is inspired by Bandt [2] and Lindstr!2Sm [12]. Bandt defines K 
as a "r-invariant factor if x "'y # ri( x) "'ri(Y), Vi E A, or, as Bandt demonstrates to 
be equivalent, we have homeomorphisms fi: K-+ K such that fi o p =pori, where pis 
the canoncal mapping from A"" to K. He constructs the graph G with corner set A, and 
connects two corners, i and j with an edge if there are points ( i, Xt, x2, . .. ) ""' (j, Yt, Y2, ... ), 
and later shows that either both or none of K and G are connected. 
Lindstr!2Sm [12] defines the set Fo of fixed points of contractions </>i. Let Xi be the fixed 
point of fi, and F = { x;}. We then define with him p<o), "the set of essential fixed 
points", as the set of x E F such that 3y E F such that 3i, j E A, i =/:. j, such that 
fi(x) = fi(y). By using these definitions, we will define the spaces we will work on. They 
will be the K where 
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Axiom 1 r~invariance: K is a r-invariant factor such that the inverse images of points 
in K are dosed sets in AN. 
Axiom 2 Finite Ramification: If i,j E A, i =f. j, then fi(K)nfi(K) = fi(F<0>)nfi(F<0>). 
Axiom 3 Connectedness: The graph G, as defined above, is connected. 
Axiom 4 Simplicity: lp<o) I = 2 
The two elements of p(o) we will callll and 1. 
Axiom 5 Symmetry: There is a mapping U1 : A -+ A such that 
1. u; = id 
2. lf,(K) n fi(K)I = lfu1 <•>(K) n fu1u>(K)I Vi,j E A 
3 . .Q E ci => 1 E cu1(i) 
4. P1 o u1 = P1 
Axiom 6 Niceness: I{ a E A: ll E Ca}l = I{ a E A: 1 E Ca}l = 1. 
The spaces that satisfy the axioms 1-5 and have metric given by theorem 5.5.2 will be 
called Simple Fractal Spaces. 
When we also include Axiom 6, we get the spaces we have been working on in chapters 
1 through 3. However, as this axiom is the prime candidate for removal, I did not want 
to include it in the definition of what a Simple Fractal space is. 
5 .. 3 The topological space (K, 8) 
By Axiom 3 and by Bandt [2] we immediately get 
Proposition 5.3.1 The space K with the quotient topology is connected. 
Definition 5 Let e be the name of the quotient topology on K. We define ann-cell in 
K to be the image of ann-cylinder in A"'~ by p. 
We see that the n-cells correspond one-to-one with the n-cylinders, that correspond 
one-to-one with the elements in An. Thus we write C;; for p([ b]). It is easy to see that if 
we let x = ( X1, X2, ••• , Xn ), and fx = fx1 o fx2 o · · · o fxn, we have Cx = fx(K). Since the 
fx are homeomorphisms for all x, we have, for each x, a 1-1 mapping between C:i and K. 
Proposition 5.3.2 (K, e) is compact. 
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Proof: A1111 is compact, and p: AN-t K is continuous. D 
Definition 6 If n E N we define p(n) = U fi(pn-l)). Then p(n) = U fa(F(o)). Let 
iEA iiEA'' 
F(oo) = u pn). 
nEN 
Definition 7 Let un(x) be the union of all n-cells where X iS an element: un(x) -
U Ctf;,.(a)· 
aep-1(x) 
Lemma 5.3.3 0 i3 a neighbourhood of X iff 0 :J un(x) for some natural number n. 
Proof: That un(x) is a neighbourhood of X is trivial by the definition of e and un(x). 
For x E K, let 0 be a neighbourhood of x. Then, by the continuity of p, p-1 (0) is a 
neighbourhood of each of the elements in p-1(x ). But then, given one such element, y, 
there exists a cylinderS, S C p-1 ( 0), which is a neighbourhood of y. Let P be the set of 
such cylinders. Then Pis an open covering of p-1(x), and by Axiom 1, p-1(x) is closed, 
and thereby compact. We can thus reduce P to a finite covering, P'. UseP' S will then 
be a neighbourhood of each of the elements in p-1 ( x ). Each cylinder S is an n-cylinder 
for some n EN. Let k be the largest such n. Since, when m > n, an n-cylinder is the 
union of a finite collection of m-cylinders, UseP' S is a finite union of k-cylinders, and 
p( US) :Jp( U [¢k(a)]) = Uk(x). Sincep-1(0) ~ U S,wemusthaveO :J Uk(x).D 
SEP' aep-l(x) SEP' 
Corollary 5.3.4 p(oo) is dense in K. 
Proof: p(x) E nnEN ct/Jn(x)· Suppose nneN ct/Jn(x) consists of more than one point. 
Then, for each point z in the set, and for each n EN, there exists an element Zn E [ 1/in(x)] 
such that p(zn) = z. Then {zn}nEN is a subset of the equivalence class that is mapped 
onto z. But limn-+oo(zn) = x, so that Zn "'x, by Axiom 1. Thus z = x. 0 
Proof: Let us first see that if X E F(O) n Ca, a E A, then X E !a(F(O)). H X is an 
element of only one 1-cell, Ca = fa(K), x has to be the fixed point of fa, by the definition 
of p{O). But then X = !a(x) E !a(F<0>). If not, there exists an other 1-cell, cb, such that 
X E cb n Ca.But by Axiom 2, X E !b(F(O)) n !a(F<0>) c !a(F(O)). 
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We will proceed inductively. Let x E p(o) n C;, J E A'\ and assume the lemma for 
c E Am' m < n. Then X E C(dt,····dn-1) n p(O)' so that X E f(dt,····dn_l)(F<0>). And since 
f(dt.····d,._t) is a homeomorphism, X E !(dt.····dn-1)(F<0>) n h{K) = f(db····d.,_I)(F(O) n cd,.) = 
f(dt. ... ,a,._l)(/d,.(P0>)) = JJ(P0>). 0 
Corollary 5.3. 7 p(n) ::> p<o), Vn E N 
Since homeomorphisms are 1-1, they conserve intersection. We will make use of this in 
an extention of Axiom 2: 
Proposition 5.3.8 If b =j; c E An, then C6 n Cc = Jc(F(o)) n fc;(F<0>). 
Proof: Assume ~ # c1. Then Cb n Cc C Cb1 n Cc1 = /b1 (F<0>) n Jq (F<0>), by Axiom 
2. By lemma 5.3.6 C;; n Cc; c f;;(F<0>) n fc(F<0>). Let m be the smallest integer such that 
bm =I em. Then we know that C(bm, ... ,b,.) n C(cm,····cn) c f(bm, ... ,b,.)(F<0>) n f(cm, ... ,c,.)(F(O)). So 
Oc n Cc - f(bt, ... ,bm-d o !(bm, ... ,b,.)(K) n !(bl, ... ,bm-1 ) o !(cm, ... ,c,.)(K) 
- f(bt, ... ,bm_t)[f(bm, ... ,bn)(K) n /(cm, ... ,c,.)(K)) 
C f(bt, ... ,bm-t)[f(bm, ... ,b,.)(p{O)) n f(cm, ... ,c,.)(F(o))] 
- f(bt, ... ,bm-1) 0 f(bm, ... ,b,.)(p(O)) n fbt, ... ,bm-1 0 f(cm, ... ,c,.)(p{O)) 
fb( p{O)) n fc( p(O)) 
D 
Corollary 5.3.9 If cd~ is an m-cell, n ~ m, and X E p(n) n Cj, then X E fa"\ p(O)) 
Proof: Assume X ¢ f(dt, ... ,d,.)(F<0>). Then there is an e # J E An, such that X E 
fe(F<0>). But then X E C(dl.····dn) n Ce, and by 5.3.8 X E f(dt.····d,.)(F(O)) n fe(F(o)) c 
f(a1 , ••• ,d,.)(F<0>). Therefore x E f(alt····d,.)(F(o)). 
This means that X E f(dt, ... ,d,.)(F(O) n !(dn+l····tdm)(K)) = /(dt, ... ,d,.)(f(dn+lt•••tdm)(F(O))) = 
Ji(F<o>). 0 
Corollary 5.3.10 If n < m, then p(n) C p(m). 
Lemma 5.3.11 IP-1(x)l > 1 => x E p(oo) 
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Proof: H a, bare two different elements in p-1(x ), there is a first natural number, n, 
such that a'll. ::/= bn, whereupon X E C.pn(a) n C.p,.(b) c F(n) c p(oo). 0 
Lemma 5.3.12 p(o) cannot be contained in a single 1-cell. 
Proof: Assume the opposite. Then we would have p(o) C Ci for ani EA. But then 
p(o) C /i(F(O)), and inductively p{O) C (/i)n(F(0)), SO that p{O) C nneN(fi)n(K), which 
by lemma 5.3.5 is a one point set, contradicting Axiom 4. D 
Corollary 5.3.13 A single (n + l)-cell cannot contain two element-3 of p(n). 
Proof: Assume the opposite. Let a = (a1 , •.. , an, an+t) be such that Ccr contains 
two elements, x and y in p(n). Then, by 5.3.9 we get that { x, y} = fa( p(o) ), but 
also {x,y} = f(a 1 , ••• ,an)(F(0)). The homeomorphic property of the f's then give us 
p(O) = fa.,+ 1 (F<0>) C Ca,.+1 contrary to lemma 5.3.12. 0 
Proposition 5.3.14 (K, 8) i.~J Hausdorff. 
Proof: We need only show that given two different points, we can assign disjoint basis 
neighbourhoods to them. Let x, y E K, X =I= y, and let, for each n EN, Xn = un(x ), and 
Yn = Un(y). We need only show that there exists annE N such that Xn n Yn =/= 0. The 
proof goes in three steps, each dependent on the former: 
Let n' be a natural number such that Xn• n Yn· does not contain any n'-cells. H there is 
non' satisfying this, we are able to find a sequence { C( n)} nEN, such that C( n) are n-cells, 
and C(n) C Xn nYn, \In EN. But according to the definition of Xn andY .. , we must have 
x, y E C(n), \In EN, so that x, y E flneN C(n). So if C(n) C C(m) for n < m, r1neN C(n) 
is a one-point set, according to 5.3.5, whereupon x = y, contrary to our assumption. IT 
there is ann EN such that C(n + 1) ¢.. C(n), we get that IC(n + 1) n C(n)l = 1, and, 
again contrary to our assumption, I {X' y} I = I n c ( n) I ::; 1. 
nEN 
Then, since Xn• nYn· does not contain any n'-cells, Xn• nYn• has to be contained in p(n'), 
by lemma 5.3.8. This means IXn'+2 n Yn•+21 :$ 1. To prove this, assume the contrary: H 
Xn'+2 n p(n') ~ 2, Xn'+l will have to consist of several (n' +I)-cells, for if not, the one 
(n' + 1)-cell Xn'+l consisted of would have to contain two elements of p(n'), contrary to 
5.3.13. But then x E p(n'+l) _p(n), and some (n'+2)-cells in Xn'+2 would have to contain 
both x and an element in p(n') C p(n'+l), that is 2 elements in p(n'+l), again contrary to 
5.3.13. 
We can now assume that IXn•nYn• I < 1. H there is non" > n'+2 such that Xn"nYn" = 0, 
the intersection is a one-point set for all natural numbers n. Let z be this point. Then x 
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and y have to be different from z, by the construction of our system of neighbourhoods. 
Consider the case that x E p(oo). Then there would be an m E N such that x E p(m), 
making an (m + 1)-cell contain both x and z, contrary to lemma 5.3.13. Now, we must 
look at when x rt p(oo). Then x = p(a) for only one a E AN, by lemma 5.3.11, such 
that Un(x) = C.pn(a), Vn EN. But then z E nneNC.p,.(a) = p(a) by 5.3.5, contrary to our 
assumption. Similarly for y, and we get Xn" n Yn" = 0. D 
5 .. 4 The measure space (K, B, J.L) 
Definition 8 Let B be the Borel-u-algebra on K. Then p is measurable, since it is con-
tinuous. We define the measure p on (K, 8) to be p = P.N o p-1 • 
Lemma 5.4.1 p(F<0>) = 0 
Proof: Let Go= p-1(F<0l). Then Go c p-1(U fi(F<0>)) = U ri(P-1 (F<0>)) = U ri(Go), 
iEA iEA iEA 
and P.N(Go) = L J.lN( Ti( Go)). Let X = p-1(.0), Y = p-1(1). From 5.3.12 we get that at 
iEA 
most one of (r,(X) C Go), (ri(Y) C Go) are valid, so that J.LN(Go):::;; %JlN(UieATi(Go)) = 
1 1 
-2 I: J.LN( Ti( Go)) = -2p,..( Go) (lemma 5.1.2). But since J.LN(AN) = 1, we must have 
iEA 
JlN( Go) = 0. p,(P0>) = P,N( Go). 0 
Corollary 5.4.2 p,(F(oo)) = 0 
0, by corollary 5.1.3. 0 
Corollary 5.4.3 p,(p(S)) = P,N(S), whenever p(S) E B 
Proof: Since ·p is 1-1 outside p(oo) (lemma 5.3.11), we have p,..(S) < p(p(S)) -
p(p(S)- p(oo)) ~ P,N(S) 0 
n 
Corollary 5.4.4 p(fa( S)) = J.L( S) . II /11 ( aj ), a E A'"', s E B' a = ( al, ... 'an) 
i=l 
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n 
Proof: p(Ja(S)) = P,N(P-1 o h(S)) = PN(rii o p~1 (S)) = JLN(p-1(S)) ·II p:~.(ai) = 
i=l 
n n 
= p(p o p-1(S)) ·IT Pt(ai) = p(S) ·IT ;.t:~.(ai) 0 
j=l i=l 
We have established the properties of the measure p that we need. The following 
definitions and lemmas are the preliminary work for a metric based upon the measure 
and topology we have put on K. The idea behind the metric is, as mentioned, Bandt's 
Hausdorff-measures of paths. What I will do, is I find one exponent .6., characteristic to 
K. Then I consider the "n-path"s between the two points I am to measure the distance 
between. An "n-path", or as I will call it, an n-chain, is what is defined in Definition 8. 
Each cell, C, in the chain is measured to have length (p( C) ).:l. The length of the n-chain 
is the sum of its cells lengths. The "n-distance" between x and y is to be the infimum 
over such lengths for n-chains. Last, we define the distance between x and y to be the 
limit of the "n-distance" as n tends to infinity. 
Definition 9 We say c = ( C1 ' (fl' ... ' em) is an n-chain from X to y when the Ci are 
n-cells, ci 'I= Ci+l' Ci n Ci+l =f. 0, X E C1 andy E em. We write d E c. If jj aLso is 
ann-chain, we write C <l B in the case that C E C => C E B. 
Lemma 5.4.5 For each chain C =f. 0 there is a unique 8 E R such that L (p( C) )6 = 1 
cec 
Proof: 0 < p( Ci) < 1. H 8 < 0, then Ecec(tt( C))6 > 1. But we can also get 
'Ecec(tt(C)l arbitrarily close to 0 by choosing 8 large enough. ;6 L:cec(tt(C))6 = 
'Ecec(ln(p(C)) · (p(C))5 ) < 0, so that Ecec(tt(C))5 is a continuous, monotone func-
tion of 5 taking values both above and below 1. By the intermediate value theorem, 
there is a hER such that Ecec(tt(C))5 = 1. This 8 is unique by monotocity. D 
The b belonging to the particular chain C will be written h( C). 
Definition 10 Cn = { c = ( C1 ' C2 ' ••• ' em) I c is an n-chain such that C1 and em con-
tain one element each from F(O)} 
Definition 11 Let ~(n) = inf { h(C): C E Cn }. 
Lemma 5.4.6 For all n EN there is a C E Cn such that b(C) = ~(n). 
Proof: Let cu = ( C 1 , ..• , em) E Cn be such that Ci =J Ci, i =f. j, and let (Ju be such 
that i} <1 C". Then h(C') < 8(0'), so that ~(n) = inf{8(C): C = (Cl, ... ,Ck) E Cn 
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where C f:. Ci, i =/::. j}, which is an infimum over a finite set, in other words a minimum. 
We can then pick an element 6( C) such that 6( C) = ~( n ). 0 
In the following, I will need two tools that I will call induction and reduction of chains. 
They will be defined as follows: 
Induction: Given the (n + 1)-chain B = (Cx1 , ••• , Cxm), where Xp = (x! .... , x;+l ), let 
~ = (C(x~, ... ,xf))· Then define inductively 
if c;t c c( 1 n) 
"'k+l xk, ••• ,x1; 
otherwise (5.1) 
We will then say that B induces the n-chain I;,., and write t:n - ind(B). H C = 
( indt (B), we say that B p-induces C. 
Reduction: First, we define the standard chain C~ to be a chain in C1 such that 
L (p.(C))'~(l) = 1 
CECs 
Let C~ = ( Ca1 , ••• , Ca,. ), and let then-chain fi = ( Cx1 , ••• , Cxm), where xv = ( x! .... , x; ). 
H liil = 1, let~= (fxi(C~)). If liil ~ 2, let 
and define inductively 
We say fi reduces the (n + 1)-chain 1:, and write I;,. = red(B). 
We will make use of a sequence of chains, which will be defined by: 
• C(l) = c~ 
o C(n+l)=red(C(n)). 
These have the useful property that 
Lemma 5.4.7 L (p.(C))£\(l) = 1, \:In EN. 
CEC(n) 
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Proof: Since indo red is the identity, we have ind(C(n + 1)) = C(n). 
Assume L: (p(C))A.(l) = 1. Then 
CEC(n) 
L (JL( C))A.(l) 
CeC(n+l) 
I: L (~t(C))A.(l) 
C'Eind(C(n+l)) ccc' 
CEC(n+l) 
L: (p( c') )A(l) 
c'ec(n) 
( JL( C)) A(l) c~' p(C') 
CEC(n+l) 
2::: (p( c') )A.(l) L: (p( c) ).6.(1) 
c'ec(n) cec"S 
I: (p( c') )A.(l) = 1 
c'ec(n) 
The lemma is true by (ordinary) induction. 
Lemma 5.4.8 i::\( n) ~ the Mme for all n E N 
0 
Proof: We will proceed show that all of them are equal to ~(1), by assuming ~(n) = 
~(1), and show that this implies that Ll(n + 1) = L\(1). 
By the lemma above, we get that .6-(k) ~ A(l), Vk EN, so that all we need to show is 
that 6.( n + 1) f. A(1 ): 
So, assume A(n + 1) < L\(1). Choose C = (Cy1, ... , Cm) E Cn+l such that h(C) = 
A(n + 1). Since Cis minimal, each cell will occur at most once in C, and each cell in 
ind(C) will occur at most once in ind(C). 
which, since Ef) (C) E Ct, is 
cec 
ccc,,.i 
From this it follows 
;:::: L (p(C))A.(l) = 1 
cec5 
1 _ L (J.t( C))A(n+l) 
cec 
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> 
> 
c' Eind(C) ccc' 
cet! 
2: (p( c')~(n+l) I: ( p( ~) ) ~(n+l) 
c' Eind(C) ccc' p( C ) ) 
cet! 
L (p(C'))~(n+l) 
c'eind(C) 
L (p( C))~(l) 
c'eind(C) 
> L (p(C))~(l) = 1 
CeC(n) 
a contradiction. So we must have ~(n + 1) = ~(1). 0 
This common value will be called just IJ... As the reader will notice, the fractal dimension 
from section 1.2, D, relates to 1::1 by that D · 1::1 = 1. 
Lemma 5.4.9 8 2:: 1 
Proof: Trivial from the construction. 
5.5 The metric space (K,d) 
Definition 12 Ifx,y E K, let dn(x,y) = min{L:cec(JL(C))~: C = (CI, ... ,Ck) i.s an 
n-chain such that x E C1 , y E Ck}. 
Lemma 5.5.1 The sequence {dn(x,y)}nEN i.s Cauchy for all x,y E K 
0 
Proof: Regard lldn(x,y)- dn+l(x,y)ll· Let len(C) = L:cec(fl(C))~. From now on 
we will denote a chain as long or short according to its len-value. Forget the definition of 
C(n) that has been used, and let C(n) = (C1 , •.• , Ck) and C(n + 1) be chains such that 
di(x,y) = len(C(i)), i = n,n+ 1. 
We have 
len(C(n)) ~ len(ind(C(n + 1))) ~ len(C(n)) + (JL(C1 ))~ + (p(Ck))~ 
and 
len(C(n))- (p(C1 ))~- (p(Ck))b.::; len(C(n + 1)) 
~ len(ind(C(n + 1))) + L(JL(fi(C1 ))).6. + L(fl(fi(Ck)))~ 
iEA iEA 
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so that 
-(p(C1)))~- (p(fi(Ck)))~- L(JL(fi(C1 )))~- L(JL(fi(Ck)))~ 
iEA iEA 
< len(C(n)) -len(C(n + 1))) ~ (p(C1 )))~ + (p(fi(Ck)))~ 
Then 
lllen(C(n)) -len(C(n + 1))11:::;; (JL(C1))A + (JL(Ck))A + l)JL(fi(C1 )))~ + ~(p(fi(Ck)))A 
iEA iEA 
whereupon lldn(x,y)- <in+I(x,y)ll::::; 112 · (p(cm="))~ + 2 ·IAI· (JL(cmaxn+t))~ll, where 
cmax~; is the k-cell with the largest measure. 
lldn(x, y)- dn+I(x, y)ll ::::; 2. (((p,( cmaxl )t)~ + IAI . ((;.t( cm=t )t+l )~) 
= 2. (p( cmaxl )t·A . (1 + I AI· (JL( cm=t ))~) 
So if m, n > N, m < n, we have 
n-1 
lldm(x,y)- dn(x,y)ll < L lldi+I(x,y)- <4(x,y)ll 
i=m 
00 
< L lldi+I(x,y)- !L.(x,y)ll 
i=N 
00 
- L((p(Cmaxx ))~Y. (2 + 2 ·IAI· (p(Cmaxt )).6.) 
i=N 
- (2 + 2 . IAI . (J.L( cmaxt) )~) . 1 . (p( cmaxl) )b.·N 
1 _ (J.L( Cmaxx ) )A 
c:(N) 
If we then let r = (J.L( cmaxl) )~' we see that c( N) = c:( 0) . rN' with r < 1 0 
We are then able to define d(x,y) = lim dn(x,y) 
n-+oo 
Theorem 5.5.2 The function d(·, ·) : K X K-+ Rci is a metric. 
Proof: (ia) d( X' X) = lim dn (X' X) ::::; lim (JL( cmax1 ) r·A = 0 
n .... oo n-+oo 
(ib) If x ::f. y, then x andy can, by proposition 5.3.14, be separated by disjoint neigh-
bourhoods, which means that we can find an n E N such that the shortest n-chain has 
to consist of at least 3 n-cells, and accordingly, for each m > n the n-chain ( m - n )-
induced by the shortest m-chain has to consist of at least 3 elements as well. Let B be 
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the m-chain, and let C = ( C\ C2 , C3 ) be the induced n-chain, and let Bi , i = 1, 2, 3 be 
such that B = B1 EB B2 EB B3 , and Bi (m- n)-induces (Ci). It is then easy to see that 
Ese~(p(B)).il = (p(C2)).il, such that dm(x,y) ~ (p(C2)Ll 2:: (p(omm"))A for all m > n, 
such that d( x, y) > (p( cznmn ))A > 0 
(ii) Since dn(x,y) = dn(y,x), for all n EN, d(x,y) = d(y,x) follows, in the limit. 
(iii) Given three points x, y, z E K, we see that for each n E N the length of the com-
posed chain from x to z we get by putting together a chain from x to y and a chain from 
y to z, is less than or equal to the sum of the lengths of the two component chains, so 
that dn(x, y) + dn(Y, z);?: dn(x, z), and thereby d(x, y) + d(y, z) ~ d(x, z). D 
Lemma 5.5.3 The diameter of K i.3 finite. 
Proof: sup{d1(x,y): x,y E K} :5 LieA(p(Ci)).il. But for every pair x,y E K, we 
have lld1(x, y)-d(x, y)ll < e(O), so that diam(K) =sup { d(x, y): x, y E K} :5 LieA(p(Ci))A+ 
e(O), which is finite. 0 
Lemma 5.5.4 The fi are contractions on K with factors of contractivity Ti = (J.Lt ( i))a, 
and for each fi there i.3 an £i > 0 such that if d( x, y) S £i, then d(fi(x ), fi(Y )) = ri ·d(x, y ). 
Proof: 
dn(fi(x),fi(y)) - min{ L_(p(C))a: Cis ann-chain from f(x) to f(y)} 
cec . 
< min f ~ (p(fi(C)))~ : Cis an (n- I)-chain from x toy 1 l L...J_. . . . J cec 
- (J.t1 (i))a ·min { '2: (p(fi(C)))t:. : Cis an (n- 1)-chain from x toy} 
cec 
so that d(fi(x),Ji(Y)) :5 Ti • d(x,y), where Ti = (J.t(i))~. 
H d(fi( x ), fi(Y)) < ri · d( x, y ), choose a natural number N so large that if n > N, then 
dn(fi(x),Ji(Y)) < Ti ·dn(x,y) 
This means there is ann-chain C between /i(x) and fi(Y) with len( C)= dn(fi(x ), fi(y)) 
such that len(C) < (p(i))'t:. ·dn-t(x,y). It can then not be that Ucecc c ci, as this 
would make fi-1(C) an (n -1)-chain from x toy, with len(fi-1(C)) < dn-1(x,y), which 
is a contradiction. But that means fi(F(o)) C Ucec C, which again means there is an 
n-chain B between the elements of fi(F(o)) with B <I C. That implies dn(f(x), J(y)) > 
dn(fi(O), fi(1)), when n > N, so that Ti • d(x, y) > d(fi( x ), fi(Y)) ~ d(fi(O), fi(l )), or if we 
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Corollary 5.5.5 The functioTM fa are contractioTM on K with factors of contractivity 
ra = (JLN([a]))aJ and for each fa there is an ea > 0 such that if d(x,y):::::; ea, then 
d(fa(x),f;t(y)) = ra · d(x,y). 
Proposition 5.5.6 The topology given by the metric d is equivalent to e 
Proof: Let Be(x) = {y E K: d(x,y) < e}. Then {Be(x)}e>O is a neigbourhood basis 
for x in the topology given by the metric d. Given an e > 0 there is an n E N such that 
diam(A) · ((p(Cm=1 )).:l)'l. <e. We will then have, for each x E K that 
sup{d(x,y): y E Un(x)} <e. Thus there is an un(x) C Be(x) for each Be(x). Take 
un(x); if X E p(n), then d(x,K- un(x)) = min{len(C): cis ann-cell, c c un(x)} = 
"7 > 0. That means B'fj(x) n (K- un(x)) = 0, so that B'fj(x) c un(x). 0 
Corollary 5.5.7 (K, d) is a complete metric space. 
Corollary 5.5.8 (K, d) er totally bounded. 
Proof: Compact metric spaces are complete and totally bounded. 0 
Let Uk(x) and Uk(y) be two disjoint neighbourhoods of x and y, respectively. The 
boundary of un(x), aun(x) is a finite set. If we let C(m) be a shortest m-chain from 
X to y, the union of its elements have to intersect {)Un(x) non-emptily, and we get 
00 
that n U Ucec(m)C has to contain at least one element of 8Un(x). Pick one such, 
iENm=i 
z, and let Nz = {n E N : n > k, 3C E C(n) such that z E C}. H n E Nz, then 
dn(x,y) = dn(x,z) + dn(z,y). If the limit of a sequence {an}nEN exists, it is equal to the 
limit of a subsequence {an,. he~~o~, so that, in our case 
d( x, y) = lim ( dn,. ( x, y)) = lim ( dn,. ( x, z)) + lim ( dn,. ( z, y)) = d( x, z) + d( z, y) 
k-+oo k->oo k-+oo 
We have shown 
Lemma 5.5.9 Let xi= y, x, y E K. Then there is a z E K, z i= x, z =f y such that 
d( X 1 y) = d( X, Z) + d( Z, y) 
This is often referred to as the 4. metric Axiom. It is true for the Euclidian metric on 
Rn, but generally not true for the subspaces of Rn with the inherited metric. If a space 
satisfies this Axiom, and is also complete with regards to its metric, a stronger statement 
is true; between two points x and y in the space there is a curve isometrically isomorphic 
to [O,d(x,y)]. This is what I will now set out to prove. 
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Definition 13 We call M a metric middle set for x and y if 
1. d(x, y) = d(x, m) + d(m, y), Vm EM 
2. If m' =J m, and m, m' E M, Then either 
{a) d(x,m) = d(x,m')+d(m',m), or 
{b) d(y,m) = d(y,m') + d(m',m) 
We will find a maximal such set r, i.e. a set such that there is no z E K, z ¢ r, such 
that r u {z} satisfy the criterions above. 
Existence: Let Z be the set of metric middle sets, ordered by inclusion. If "' is a 
linearly ordered subset of z' then r = UMeZ M is an upper limit. r' is clearly a metric 
middle set, and by 5.5.9, Z is non-empty. By Zorn's lemma we get our maximal metric 
middle set, r. 
Then r is: 
Closed: Let { Zn} nEN be a sequence from r' such that limn ..... oo Zn = z exists. Then 
1. d(x, y) = lim.n ..... oo( d(x, y )) = limn ..... oo( d(x, Zn) + d(zn, y)) = liron ..... oo( d(x, Zn)) + 
liron ..... oo ( d( Zn, y)) = d( X, z) + d( z, y) 
2. Fix t E r. For all Zn' either 
(a) d(x,zn) = d(x,t) + d(t,zn), or 
(b) d(y, Zn) = d(y, t) + d(t, Zn) holds 
One of these has to be true for infinitely many Zn, and by going to the limit, this is true 
for z too. We got to have z E r, for if not, r U { z} is a metric middle set, contrary to r's 
maximality. 
Connected: Assume r is not connected. LetS>.,). E A, be the connected components. 
By the closedness of r they have to be closed, and thereby compact. Let a, b be such 
that d(Sa, Sb) = max.AEA {mill(eA,(:F>. {d(S>., S()} }. By the compactness of Sa's and sb we 
can find Za E Sa and Zb E sb such that d(za, Zb) = d(Sa, Sb)· But by lemma 5.5.9 there is 
a z E K, z =I Za, z =I Zb such that d(za, Zb) = d(za, z) + d(z, Zb)· Then 
1. d( X, y) = d( X 7 Za) + d( Za, Zb) + d( Zb, y) = d( X, Za) + d( Za, Z) + d( Z, Zb) + d( Zb, y) > 
d( X, Z) + d( Z, y) ~ d( X, y), SO that d( X, y) = d( X, Z) + d( Z, y) 
2. Given t E r, either: 
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(a) d(x, za) = d(x, t) + d(t, za), whereupon 
d(x, z) = d(x, za) + d(za, z) 
= d(x, t) + d(t, Za) + d(za, z) 
~ d(x,t)+d(t,za) > d(x,z) 
SO that d( X, Z) = d( X, t) + d( t, Z) 
or 
(b) d(za,Y) = d(za,t)+d(t,y) 
But then 
d(za, y) = d(za, Zb) + d(zb, t) + d(t, y) 
= d( Za, Z) + d( Z, Zb) + d( Zb, t) + d( t, y) 
~ d(za, z) + d(z, t) + d(t, y) 
~ d(za, z) + d(z, y) = d(za, y) 
so that d(y, z) = d(y, t) + d(t, z) 
But z f/. r, by the definition of Sa and Sb. We have thereby shown that r U { z} is a metric 
middle set. But this contradicts the maximality of r, so we must conclude that r has to 
be connected. 
To each element z E r we can then assign a number: ¢( z) = d( x, z). </> is an isometry, 
since l<fo(z)-¢(z')l = id(x,z)-d(x,z')l = d(z,z'). And toeachrealnumberr E [O,d(x,y)] 
we can find an element z E r such that </>( z) = d( x, z) = r, so 4> is surjective. 
We have shown 
Proposition 5.5.10 Given x, y E K, x f. y, there i.3 a subset of K containing x and y 
that is isometrically ~omorphic to the interval [ 0, d( x, y)], and in particular there is a 
subset of K that contai~ p(o) and is i.3ometrically isomorphous to [ 0, 1] 
5 .. 6 Measures of length 
Definition 14 A curve in K is the image of an interval in R by a continuous mapping 
R-+ K. Thus a curve is closed and connected. 
Definition 15 {Ui}nEN is a b-cover of a set F if diam(Ui) ~ b for all ui, and 
F c UneN uj. Let 1iHF) = inf {L:neN diam(Ui): {Ui}nEN is a 8-cover ofF}, 
and let f(F) = lims ..... o+ 1-lHF) = sup8>0 1-l}(F) . .e will then be !-dimensional Hausdorff-
measure. 
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Lemma 5.6.1 If L C K is a closed, connected set, and x, y E L, then f(L) :2: d(x, y), 
with equality if L is a maximal metric middle set of x and y. 
Proof: We see that £ is the same if we use just open covers {Ui} in the definition. 
But as L is closed, L is compact., so that any open cover can be :reduced to a finite open 
cover. We have that if An B f:. 0, then diam(A U B) ::; diam(A) + diam(B), such that 
diam(L) ~ diam(Uf=1 Vi) $; Ef=1 diam(Vi), where {Vi} is a finite cover of L, so that 
f(L) :2: d(x,y). 
H L is a metric middle set of x andy, then f(L) = d(x, y), as we for any n E N can 
cover L with n closed balls with diameter d(~v). 0 
Lemma 5.6.2 f o fi = ri · £, where ri is the contractivity factor of fi. 
Proof: H S is a set in K, then diam(S) ~ diam(S n Ci), whereupon, for a set 
{Uj}, we have "f:.diam(U;) > 'Ldiam(Ui n Ci), so that ifF is a subset of Ci, then 
1-lHF) = {E diam(Ui): {Ui} is a h-cover ofF with Ui c Ci} 
So if 8 < c, and diam(S) ~ 8, we have diam(Ji(S)) = ri·diam(S), such that ?i}_(fi(S)) = 
Ti ·1fl(S). r; 0 
Corollary 5.6.3 The shortest curve contained in Ca between two points fa( x) and fa(y) 
has length ra · d(x, y) 
Corollary 5.6.4 The shortest curve contained in C;t between fa(JJ.) and fa(l) has length 
We will say Ca has length r;t. We write: >.(Ca) = r;t. 
5 .. 7 Symmetry 
We have this far not concerned ourselves with symmetry, as the basic topological proper-
ties of Simple Fractal spaces are independent of it. It is, though, essential in the present 
construction of Brownian motion. What we will prove, is 
Axiom 5': There is a symmetry U': i.e. U': K-+ K is an isometry such that U'2 is 
the identity, U'(Q) = 1 and n-cells are mapped onto n-cells for all n EN. 
I will proceed to show that this Axiom is true. 
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Definition 16 Let u<o) : _F(O) -+ p(O) be the mapping switching the two elemen"t$ in p(O). 
Then define the mappings U(k) : _F(k) -+ p(k) inductively by 
where 
u<k+1)(x) = ful(i) 0 Vi(k) 0 fi- 1(x) for ani such that X E ci 
(k) { id Vi = u<k) if {j E A: fu<;>(l) E Cu(j)} #- {j E A: fi(l) E Ci} if {j E A: fu<•>(l) E Cu(j)} = {j E A: fi(1) E Ci} 
Lemma 5.7.1 u<n> is well defined and u<n)IF(n-1) = u<n-t), (U(n))2 = id, Vn EN 
Proof: This proof will be an inducive one. But it will not be simple induction on one 
property, but a nested induction where the truth of each one of the properties at step 
(n) is needed both for the proof of the other, and for the proof of its continuation at the 
step ( n + 1 ). We will first show that if u<n-1) is well defined and switch .Q and 1, then 
u<n) is well defined: 
We need only check elements belonging to more than one 1-cell. Let x be one such 
element: 
Pick i,j E A ' i =J j such that X E ci n ci. If ICi n Gil = 1, then, by the definition 
of Yi(n-1), we have fu<•> o Yi(n-1) o fi- 1 (x) E Gu(i), and symmetrically that fuu> o 'V;(n-l) o 
fT 1(x) E Cu(i)· As, by Axiom 5, (ICi n Gil = 1) =} (IGU(i) n CU(j)' = 1), we have 
f TT(n-1) ,r-1( ) .f V:(n-1) ~-1( ) U( i) 0 Vi 0 J i X = J U(j) 0 i 0 i X 
If IGinGil = 2 we can pick for ourselves a k E A such that IGinGkl = ICi nGkl = 1. Let 
{x, y} =Gin Ci, and let {x} = Ci n Ck = Ci n Gk. Then fu<•> o Yi(n-1) o fi- 1(x) = fu<~<> o 
v;(n-1) r-1 ( ~ _ f v:(n-1) f-1 J' ) s· .f TT(n-1) t-11 ) _J. f TT(n-1) .r-11. ) k OJk X)- U(j) 0 i 0 i ~X • mce Ju(i) 0 vi O;i \X I U(i) 0 vi O;i \Y 
-IC all . (::. A r1 lr. nc I -? 1 t f T-':(n-1) r-1 ( ) - f v:.<n-l) j:-1 ( ) 
.or z ~ .... '1, an- 1'-'u(i) . u<•> - ~, werusoge. "'U(i)ovi o.,, ,Y - o~uu>o 1 o 1 ,Y 
H u<n+~) is well defined, and (U<n>? = id, then (U(n+l))2 = id is trivial from the fact 
that (U )2 = id and that V:(n) = y(n) 
1 ' 1 U(i) 
We see that for all i E A we have (Vi(n))2 = id either for all or for none of the natural 
numbers n E N. 
Assume U(l) is well defined. We will then show that U(l) I.F(o) = u<o). It is enough to 
show that U(1)(.Q) = 1. There are i,j E A such that .Q E Gi, .Q '/. Gi and Ci n Gi =J 0. 
That implies ICi n Gil= 1, and thereby IGu(i) n GU(j)l = 1. That gives us 1¢ CU(i)' but 
1 E CU(i)" And since .Q '/. ci, we know that fu(i) 0 Yi(n-l) 0 /i-1(!!) E GU(i) n CU(j)" But 
U1 (.0.) E fu(i)(F(o)) = 
{1, CU(i) n Gu(i)}, so U(l)(.Q) = 1. 
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l-i(n) IF<n-1) = v;<n-l) if uln) IF<n-1) = ui<n-l). Do therefore assume u<n) IF<n-1) = u<n-l). 
Then 
U (n+l)l F(n) fu(•) 0 V.(n) 0 j;1 IF(n) 
+ u(n) I f,-1 
- Ju(•) 0 v. F(n-1) 0 • 
- + 0 v<n-1) 0 ~,-1 = u<n) 
JU(•) "' * 
We will connect the pieces, and prove the lemma: 
We have shown that u<1> is well defined, u<1>IF<o> = u<o>, (U<1>y~ = id, and that for 
n > 1, u<nH) is well defined, u<n+l) IF(n) = u<n)' (U(n))2 = id if u<n) is well defined, 
u<n)IF(n-1) = u<n-l), (U(n)? = id' \In EN. 
The lemma follows by induction. 0 
Corollary 5.7.2 u<m>IF("> = u<n> if n ~ m 
Proof: Inductively with the premise u(n+l) I.F(n) = u<n) D 
Definition 17 Let U : K--+ K be defined by; if x = 0 (x), then U(x) = 0 (UN (x)) for an 
arbitrary N E* N - N 
Since p(oo) is dense inK, for each x E K there is an x E F(N) such that x =0 (x). 
Lemma 5. 7.3 U is well defined. 
Proof: We see that if n ~ m, and x, y E Ji'(m) are two elements of the same m-cell, 
then u<n>(x) and u<n>(y) are subsets of the same m-cell. If X ~ y ' x, y E F(N)' then 
we can without loss of generality assume x andy have to be in the same M-cell for an 
ME* N- N. For if not, we can find a third element z such that x ~ z and z ~ y, and the 
assumption holds. On the assumtion we get that u(N>(x) and u(N>(y) are in the same 
M-cell, and u(N>(x) ~ u<N>(y). 0 
Lemma 5.7.4 U maps n-cells onto n-cells. 
Proof: If X andy are two elements in the same n-cell, then u<N>(x) and u<N>(y) are 
in the same n-cell. 0 
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Lemma 5.7.5 U i3 continu.o'l£.5. 
Proof: With Un(x) as xs n-neighbourhood, we see that U(U .. (x)) = un (U(x)). This 
means the basic neighbourhoods of X and U(x), un (x) and un (U(x)), are in 1-1 corre-
spondense with each otheL 0 
Lemma 5.7.6 U(.Q) = 1. U2 is the identity. 
Proof: Trivial from the definition of U. 0 
Lemma 5.7.7 p o U(·) = p(·) 
Proof: We need only check for equality on the cells, by the proof of lemma 5.1.2. We 
n 
have, if a= (al, ... ,an), that p(Ca) = IIPl(ki), where ki is either ai or Ut(ai)· Since 
i=l 
n 
J.ll(Ut(ai)) = J-L(ai), we have J-L(Ca) =II J-lt(ai) = p(Ca) 0 
i=l 
Proposition 5.7.8 Axiom 5' is true. 
Proof: We need only check the metric. This is simple, as U gives a 1-1 correspon-
dense between chains, giving dn(x,y) = dn(U(x),U(y)), and, when we go to the limit, 
d(x, y) = d(U(x), U(y)). 0 
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